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Jef Schwartz, taft, of the Aecata Volunteer Fire Department, brings a five bird trom a residence af 1565 Penineuta sive. The residence
damage. Oamage
access
and
inside
get
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Unattended candles are believed to be the cause of a Tuesday night
fire which did major damage to a Manila home. Jerry McGuire and
his three children, ages 9, 7 and 5, all escaped

unharmed

from the

burning home. Two engines from Arcata and.one from Euteka were
on scene to fight the blaze, which took 45 minutes to extinguish.
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Trustees pass fee increase
easier for students to get financial aid would be enough to prevent a drop in enrollment.
“Schools aren’t equipped
to

@ If the Legislature
approves the plan,

HSU students will

get information

annually.
By David Courtland

Facing further cuts in state
funding, the California State
University
trustees unanimously
passed a plan Wednesday to
drastically
increase student fees.
The plan now awaiting a
proval by the
Legislature would
raise fall undergraduate fees for
full-time students by $480 to
$1,788 annually, a 36 percent increase.
Annual full-time graduate fees
would get boosted $840
to $2,148,
a 64 percent increase.
Annual part-time fees would
jump $276 for undergraduates
and $486 for graduates to $1,032
and $1,242 respectively.
The
pro
is intended to
give stbillty t the process of
raising
fees by providing a formula for estimating them.
“We're moving toward developing a predictable policy of
having students pay one-third
of the cost of their education,”
said Colleen Bentley-Adler,CSU

Women

stalemate over the state budget

ens

Board of Trustees spokeswoman.
According to a CSU comparison of its proposed fees with
those in other states, the 20campus system would still be
less expensive than similar institutions.
The estimated CSU average of
$1,936 ($1,788 plus a $148 camus-based fee) would be several

undred dollars below the national average of $2,493.
The plan includes CSU Chancellor
Munitz’s proposal
to offset the impact of a fee increase on enrollment by reforming the state’s Cal Grant A pro-

childhood in the home of her
grand
rents, who had moved
m St. Louis, Mo., to Los An-

By Teri Carnicelli
RJACK
In honor of Women's History

Month, two HSU students spoke
at Sunday’s Eureka branch

meeting about some of

their role models.
Kellie Johnson, political science senior, said that in terms of
influences, she examined the
women who contributed to the
United States and aided in the
struggle of African-American
le.
“If nothing else, it is because
of them that today I have been
able to attend Humboldt State
University, and aspire to be the
person that I aspire to be,”
Johnson said.

“But, I felt it unfair that I was
overlooking the most important
women who havemademe what
Iam today,and thatis the women
of my family,” she said.

her

mother, who gave birth to her at
age 15. Her father was killed in
Vietnam.
Johnson spent most of her

geles
“I grew up in a home where
mostof the women were actively
involved (civically), while my
andfather worked in church
r 40 years of his life, raising six
women and children, including
the granddaughter,” Johnson
said, referring to herself.
Johnson, who went to high
school in Compton, said she felt
disenfranchised from the city she
lived in, attributing the reason
to the “oppressed area.”
“Luckily I had a parent who
felt it was her responsibility to
make sure that I would not follow in her direct footsteps,”
Johnson said.

She said her mother wanted
her to have the ability to be selfsupportive for the restof her life.
“From that! started looking at
the university challenge, attended Humboldt, and have
been here ever since.”
After she

uates, Johnson

will
be attending
law school.
She
has been accepted into two law

schools already, and plans to

See related article on the first
Eureka's
of ent
woman presid
P.15.
NAACpage

een

aeted

u

~

Munitz wants grants to be
awarded on the
basis of economic need. Currently
the grants
are awarded partly on need, and
partly
on academic performance
as measured by grade point averages.
Munitz’s guidelines would
also increase the amount of
money raised from fees that get
devoted to financial aid.
Liz Fenton, executive director
of the California State Student
Association, said that Munitz's
plan wasn’t enough to convince
student lobbyists to support an
increase.
Fenton said it wasn’t reasonable to assume that making it

By Dioscoro R. Recio
Anewenvironment
and

job security versus a niche
and work instability is the
decision
Gonzalez

that
Maria
will have to

between Gov. Wilson and legislators ended with CSU fees
be-

make, as she weighs employment offers from HSU

ing increased 40
percent.
Assemblyman Dan Hauser,D-

and

Arcata, predicted the Legislature
would approve the plan.
“None re the fee increases have
been well-received (in the Legislature), but based on years of
prior experience, it’ll pass,” he
said from his Sacramento office.
“I’ve never supported fee increases, I’ve always voted
against them, but they’re always
passed.”
Hauser said this particular
plancould meet with less opposition because it includes a provision that universities lobbied
for.
“It’s my understanding that

they’re trying to structure this so

more of the money goes
to the
campuses,” said

Hauser.

t’s a little more acceptable,” he said.

Chico State.

“If she wishes to stay
here, it looks very promis-

ing

that we will be able to
her a contract,” said
Manuel Esteban, HSU’s

vice president of academic
affairs. “I'd assume by the

end of this week the issue
will be resolved.”
Gonzalez, who is one of
two
Mexican-American

full-time
female professors
at HSU, is subject to being
let go due to the 7.5 per-

cent budget decrease.
Donald
Heinz, dean of
humanities and fine arts
at Chico State, said due to

a retirement, its foreign
language department is in

See Gonzales, page 5

honor mothers as role models

m Student speakers examine how their
families influenced who they are today.

Johnson was raised by

Fenton

said. “No matter how much aid
you pump in, less than 50 percent of the students are on financial aid, so I don’t believe it will
have an impact on enrollment.”
' The trustees’ vote comes less
than one year after a nine-week

pay $480 more

NAACP

out,”

Gonzales
offered
position

make her choice before May.
Social science senior Sycora
Wilson concurred with Johnson

and said her mother was also a
major influence in her life.
“She helped me to see who |
am and to understand me as a
black woman,” she said.

Wilson, who grew up in Oxnard, told the audience that
when she was in eighth grade
another student asked her why

she had a “white” last name.
Wilson, confused, went home
and told her mother what the
other child had said.
“My mother explained to me
how slaves got their names, and
other things (about AfricanAmericans’ history). Before that
I was very unaware of who I
was.”

On campus, Women’s History
Month continues to be celebrated.
“We always have displays,
usually some sort of es
an
in film, and student and faculty
rs

ona’ Assistant Professor

lores McBroome said.
According
to McBroome, program leader for women’s studies, a group in Santa Rosa called
the National Women’s History

Project lobbied Congress in 1981
to make March officially
Women’s History Month.
She said the group chose
March
y because International Women’s
Day wasalready
established for March 8.
Co
approved the resolution in 1983.

SARNICELLIUTHE L

|

Kellie Johnson , right, and Sycora Wiison spoke to approximately

50 people Sunday at the Eureka branch NAACP meeting.
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Theater arts department

streamlines

programs, loses faculty due to cuts

Students is looking for goal orilentated, inter-

B Working with a possible 6.5 percent
reduction in funds, the department is
loosing its diversity, breadth.
Hess said the New Play Season, created to bring new scripts

lested individuals

By Julle Yamoreky

Ito run for student
igovernment positions opening
next year. Now is
the time to campaign. You can
make a diference. The choice
is yours, the experience is invaluable.

With $66,000 less than last
yas Sere tee hate tanies-

and playwrights to campus,

laid off all part-time profes-

sors, eliminated specialty
courses and postponed a
program to deal
ae
OA the budget cuts.

“The first

to go are

n
in two years.
funded bee
hasn’t
or six
ad
tefive
of running
“Ins

original

everyotheryear,

ier baabib ovary hind yess
to do two,” Hess said.
The New Play Season is part
t’s attemptto
of the
provide a variety of physical-

sumlowestn
ne
with the
theo
” Professor Ivan
ber of
Hess, chair of the theater arts

department, said. “All the
ones we worked to bring up

here will be lost. It makes me

ness office,
so begin cam-

paigning today. Call for
more information, the
number
is 826-4221.
This advertiement
has been funded by the

| Stade

to get
her
20 years
take anot

“Ill

again if
programsget going
these ever
the economy

they

out.”
et of prothe costs
To help offs
ducing plays, Hesssaid the ticket
prices for main-bill productions
— plays that receive major fig tthe depar
from in
back
nancial
ment — were raised a dollar last

theater classes to students, such
as clowning, stage combat and
mime.
Along with the playwri
program being deen untl

them very employab|
we're losing now is
breadth.”

Drunken driving
is dumb.
Don’t do it.

LS

Rathskeller
“The beer place”
More than 60 beers to choose from
_. .Many local ales

Basement of The Eureka Inn
7th & F Streets, Eureka

that

of the theater department has virtually been
eliminated” wecauseof the cuts.
“It’s taken 22 years todevelop
these programsand they vetorn

out in ‘88 are going out on us
now.”

crurien maT

the financial restraints,
Despite

n

“If we were able to raise the
price of the tickets and the stu‘dents were willing to payit, weld
have more money to work wi
the
but I think the ae
not
department wo
to do that,” Hess said. “We
to make our productions as accessible to students
as possible.”
Hess said the department
has lost “60 percent of the
dance program and 50 percent of the physical-theater

assistant stage manager

on

“Fuente Ovejuna.” She said theater productions have received
a “lack of support from the university.”

“From when I left and what is
available now, they’ ve received
absolutely nothing except for a
few new lights and a couple of
lighting boards,” she said. “The
same head sets that were going

” becatiee of <img

. “The same —
head sets that
were going
out in ‘88 are
going out on

year.

Tracy Klane-Scott, a 1988
theater arts graduate, returned to HSU to volunteeras

next fall, Hess said, “all of the

Elections packets are now
available
at the A.S. busi-

said.
it apart in three yearhes,”

us Now"
TRACY KLANE-SCOTT
theater arts graduate

“We always manage,” she
said. “Weimprovise. Wealways
seem to overcome the system
somehow.”
Theater arts senior Geoffrey
Case said it will take him longer

to

uate as the number of
decreases.

“Classes offered twice a year
are now only being offered once

a

year,” Case said. “We had two

physical-theater teachers, now

we have one. We're kind of nervous because if it gets limited
much more there won’tbe much
more left to limit.”

The Lumberjack

Third-world experience highlights
U.S., Mexican cultural exchange
By Kristen McGarity

TUMBERJACK STAFF
Eight HSU students
will go
to Tijuana, Mexico, this
break, but not for the wil
entsare

cipat-

ing in Project pceane .
gag bce
project started in
San Diego to develop a
way to experience the
di
cesin culture between the U.S. and
Mexico.
“We're going to expe-

rience what living in a
third-world country can
be like,” Project Director
Fabrice De Clerck said.
De Clerck wanted to be involved with an international
project during spring break.
He contacted the Humboldt
community and leadership
rogram and they gave hima
istof projects
to choose from,
Declerk said. “We decided to
choose this one.”

In September a refu
from Tijuana informed ica
boldt Community Serviceand
Leadership about Project

through fundraisers.
funds to be collected will come from grants
from
clubs as well as
donations
from the Knights
of Columbusin
San Diegoand
Petaluma.
Participants will stay in a
bunkhouse in Tijuana the
entire time, and cook
their own food.
Due to the severe economic problems of the
community the participants will seldom shower
with hot water. They will
only have a small boiler
to heat the water in the
IN NORTHERN'CALIFORNIA
bunkhouse.
“We will work with the loThe $2,000 asked to be raised
calson
the project,” De Clerck
for the project will be sent ahead
of the volunteers to buy supplies said
The students will also lissuch as cinder blocks.
ten
to lectures given by exThe center will be used as a
perts
of immigration probschool, thrift shop and townmeeting area. The first $2,000 lems and existing local proberated in the thrift shop will lems in Tijuana.
Aseriesof conferences will
e given back to Project
be
given by the participating
Esperanza International. The
students
upon their return.
money will then be used in a
different community foranother They will discuss their own
experiences, including the
project.
So far, $1,090 has been raised low-income situations enby students for the project countered in Tijuana.
Esperanza, esperanza meaning
hope.
asked
to raise
and send volunteers to
_ build a community center
in Tijuana.
The students are going to interact with the community in
order to understand its culture.

By. ll

ma

Gonzales

a

¢ Continued from page 3
need of filling a tenure-track vacancy.
Chico State participated in a
fulfill the poto
national
sition, in which Gonzalez came
in first place.
:
Ethnicstudies, women’s studies and foreign languages are
the departments that Gonzalez
works in.
She is in her third semester as
a visiting assistant professor and
is not on tenure-track.
Tenure-track is a six-year probationary period where department chairs, deans and administrators observe the effectiveness
of a particular professor.
At which time they recommend to the vice president and
president the worthiness of of-

fering

the professor tenure.
e stipulated that this tenure-track position in Spanish
would require someone who
could teach and be involved in
Chicano studies,” Heinz said.

“We heard that she had done

very well at Humboldt and is

very involved in MEChA — the
latinostudent movement. Weare
extremely happy at the prospect
to have her at Chico State,” he
said.
The details of the HSU contract were not disc’ sed, but
Esteban said if Gonzalez decides

“We were already looking into
it, but the students may have
helped to bring it to the forefront.’ Esteban said. “She
(Gonzalez) has been a very —
tive force and is the kind of person that we would like to keep.”
Last week at a questions and
answers forum, students urged
HSU President Alistair McCrone
to pursue a faculty that better
resembles the demographics of
the state, which is roughly half
minority and half caucasian.
HSU’s Affirmative Action office reported that 14 percent of
the university’s student body is
of an ethnic minority, and 11.4
percent faculty minority.

“I promise that by Friday the

vice president will have a status

report on Maria Gonzalez,” said
McCrone last week.
_.

Esteban publicized HSU’s con-

tract offer Monday afternoon.
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@ Minty is the only
woman creative
writing instructor in
English department.

omer

11

Her tenure at HSU has lasted

during which she has

the Ti ‘o eons

contest. Her credits

short ae

also include six published books
of

;

in a meeting Thursday with

Ronald Y
Humanities,

Proment
of English
The retire
fessor Judith Minty has sparked
students
concern amo:
of probalance
about the
fessors in the creative writing

CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS | ws?

and even the existence

dean of Arts and

a number of other
concern.
dents,
th’sretirement, t, this
“With
eative writcutcrs
them tote
invi

ing and we're committed to it,”
Tarpey said. “Another desire is

that they replace her with
a woman. If

of the program
glish

there’s

of the Toyon,a
108

student liter-

ary

is leading

ine,

a

This service is funded by
associated Students and EOP/

campaign to
shed light on the situation and to

=, eae
yay =:
by the
ons come
tutorial center, House 71 or

way.

have it rectified in a reasonable

Services. For

Student

;
ey

eee

inwoman
umaniine

only fall Gime professor devoted

call 826-4266.

no

woman in the
department
more than half
the
tion
of writers in
this college

senior

and co-editor
NR

with
stu-

Tarpey,

exclusively to it.

HUMBOLDT BREWERYW

aren’t represented.”

Young said he understands
the student's position but feels
certain measures and evaluations must be made before any
final decisions are put forth.
“There has not been adecision
_BLA@K

DIAMOND
BQUI

BNT,

that (Minty’s) position will not
be

filled,”

Young

said.

for the —

with

in departmen$1 million
tal cuts for the 1993-94 academic

yearis the hurdle which mustbe
cleared, Young said.
includes evaluaThat

tion of about “adozen” different
areas within the college which,

eventually, will be narrowed to
sixrequiring “special attention.”
Following discussion with departm ent chairs and faculty this
summer, Young said he hopes to
come up with concrete answers
by mid-October.
“It’s a problem we're facing
hereon campus,” Y
said. “We're taking (the process.
in what weseeasa sensible way.”
To accomodate the loss of
Minty next fall, John Schafer,
chair of the English department
said another English professor,
Vince Gotera, will instruct additional classes while the search
for a temporary hire is underway, allasapartofa reshuffling
of the English department.
The short-term result will bea
smaller number of offered secg
inyear
tionsin creative writnext

and a vacant probationary posi-

tion the

t is not yet

authorized to fill, Schafer said.
In addition, many of the Enstudents
whose projects are
in creative writing, along
with non-English majors who

use creative writing asa

education option, are left fearwhich is not
ing the
for any major, is on the
he
t may not be required
for a
for what
B.A., but it’s

we're doing,” said Christopher

,amasters studentin English literature.
Minty declined to comment
on the cloud of controversy the

budget crunch hasimmersed her

said sheis lookin butnt
retireme
retirement in
to
ing forward

Michigan where she plans to fin-

ish writing her first novel and
seventh book of poetry.
“What I’m going to carry with
meisan appreciation for the students I’ve worked with here,”
Minty said. “Most of the students arriving here are highly
individualistic. They already
have some idea of the path they
want to traveland, it’s been my
pleasure to work as a guide for
them.”

LTD.
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Tribe unrecognized by U.S. government
ae

;

> @ Tolowa tribe
member named
co-chair of HSU's
Native American

olga

teed

boa

Advisory Council.

z
‘7

7

|

By Erin Waldner
COMBERIACK STAFF
Charlene Storr
may bea mem-

od

ber of the Tolowa tribe, but ac-

| cording to the United States fedj eral government she is not a
Native American.
In order to be recognized by
the government as a Native
American, Storr needs to have
grown up on a reservation.

abe

Storr’s family chose

not to live on a reservation it has

been a part of the Tolowa
Nation's fight to be recognized
as acne: Indians.

“It doesn’t matter what (the

government) says,” Storr said.
“Iknowthat!'m Indian. It’s their

CHRIS VON HAUNALTERY THE LUMBERJACK

Aside from being the new co-chairof HSU's Native American Advisory Council, Chariene Storr,
member
of the Tolowa

tribe, participatesin a bowling league.

loss.”
What may be the federal
vernment’s loss is Humboldt
te’s gain.
Last

December

50-year-old

Storrwasmadeco-chair
of HSU’s
Native American Advisory

Council.
The council serves asa liaison
between the Native American
community and the university.
Storr explained the council “is
strictly
an advisory board. Itdoes
not make any decisions.”
As a member of the Tolowa
Nation, Storr specifically represents its concerns and peg
the advisory board.
At the moment the nation is
fighting to be recognized by the
pve ppb
as Native
Americans.

“(The government) says you
have to grow up ona reservation

in order to be a Native American,”
she said. “But I think that’s
silly. They're theones who made
thereservations,
not us. We were
here long before they made the
reservations. It just doesn’t make
sense.”

The Tolowa Nation has submitted a proposal to the federal
government which, Storr explained, “historically documents
that (the Tolowa tribe) has been
here since the beginning of time.
We have always been here.
We've never left.”
If the proposal is accepted,
Storr sai anata: will be rec-

See Storr, page 8

Student Government Elections April 27, 28 & 29.

You can run for A.S. Government

Candidate

election

office...

packets

are avaliable now
at the A.S. office.
| AS. positions open |
¢ President

¢ College Representatives

_ Administrative Vice President

Two from each college:

¢ Legislative Vice President
¢ Student Affairs Vice President
¢ Appointed Positions

Behavioral & Social Services
Zetrens Muses

CSSA Representative and PR Coordinator

Natural Resources & Sciences
Undeclared

March 24, 1993
Wednesday,
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A.S. advises newspaper
to be more sensitive
Sy Be

but we ran it.
“We don’t want to sanction
ions. That would be censorship,”

Som

An advisory resolution was
_— 4-2 by Associated StuThe Lumberae
and adviser to “unerring,
AS. amended
the resolution
twice before passing it.
It was
in part because The
printeda
guest column
that stated homosexuality is “unhealthy behavior.”
The newspaper's statementof
policies states “Guest columns
reflect the opinions of the writers, not necessarily those of The
ee
"The original resolution included a request for The Lumjack
to retitle
t columns
to “guest editorials,” and take
ty for whatis
printed,
the
8 editorial board eee
for all
items printed

in

proposed

guest editorial.
AS. AIDS Policy
tive Jeff Bernstein said

tais“a

perceived credibility to the guest
columns, more than the Letters
to the Editor.”
EditorinChiefJim
oe =
senior, said
]
with the

visora peeseated
in Ot cohssaa,

as ou: may not be happy wi with the
decisions we make, but oe will always try to err on the side of free
speech instead of censorship,” Waters said.
“We're not calling for censoroe
,” art graduate Douglas Adams
want there tobe more
muli-cultural awareness.”
After the meeting, Bernstein said
he felt a strong message was sent
sbian and Bisexual
from the Gay, Lesbian
Student Association to The Lumberjack, but the A.S. didn’t make as
ng as they could have.
a message
stro
Bernstein also said he wants The

Lumberjack “just to meet us halfway. All this would be in vain if
that resolution doesn’t get implemented.”
In other action Michael Anderson wasappointed tothe Academic
Senate. Anderson is the only minority student out of the three on
the board.
Anderson, an economics senior,
said on his application
for the position, “I feel
that minorities need to
be better
ted within the
Academic Senate.”
Also,
an advisory resolution was
to have the flag in front of
the Library flown at half-staff on
the first and last days of AIDS
Awareness Week.

ity Indian Welfare Association.
—_ Butitishercurrent position ©
il-

m-

. asthe administrative assistant

enac- for the United Indian Health j
an Services in Trinidad that
U's Native American

cthdediancomenanie? sald
Storr, aresidentof Arcatasince
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From kayaking to skiing

4

Campus group offers trips during break
said Dan Collen, manager of
Center Activities. “It’s a trip
we've never done before aimed
at finding warm weather. “The
trip is our warmer-weatherpa
guided trip.”

¢

Spring break comes butoncea
year, and for Center Activities it
is a time of long-awaited excursions into the wilderness.
Spring break, spanning the
week of April 5 to 9, will consist
of four outdoor adventures to
three locations.
Center Activities’ tripsinclude
a 10-day ka
ition on
Lake Powell, Uch a five-day
hike along the Lost Coast and a
‘five-day nordic/alpine ski venture at Mount Bachelor, Ore.
“The key thing to Center Activities’ tripsis
the chance to meet
and get to know other people in
a fun atmosphere,” said Satan

The

Powelltrip, April 2-

11, cost $389 for

students,

faculty and staff. For all others
the cost is $399.
Registration deadline for the
trip is Friday.
t will consist of eight days of
kayaking, hiking,
swimming,

camping and

thingonand

ing and nordic and alpine ski-

along Lake Powell.
The Kings Range/Shelter Cove “challenge-of-adesolate-coast” adventure

pa

will be a five-day

tration senior who works as a
Center Activities guide and trip
leader.
Center Activities will visit
Lake Powell for the first time.
The trip was planned as an escape from the cold weather of
the North Coast.
It is a package, guided trip,
which means Center Activities
will provide transportation, instruction and kayaking gear.
Personal camping equipment
for
the trip will not be provided

.
NORTH!

E

in con-

dominium lodging just
outside Mt. Bachelor,
while during the day skiers will head their sepa-

#

34-mile hike from the
mouth of the Mattole River
to Shelter Cove.
“We drop our hikers off
at the north end of the trail
een ae up fivedays
later at Shelter Cove on

Johnson, a recreation-adminis-

spend evenings

rate directions.

CALIFORN

the south end,” Collen

IN

said. “It/sagreat trip thatis
and lush the whole way.Weare
hoping for a
turnout this
year; it’s
y our best.”
Along thecoastitissometimes
possible, weather permitting, to
see whales migrating north.

ing, “Thereis something thatfits
everyones’ range of prices,” he
said.
The final trip Center Activities has planned overtheSpring
BreakholidayisitsSpringBreak
Ski Bash’93. Thetrip willconsist

Alpine skiers will hitMt.
Bachelor while nordic skiers can venture either to
thenordictrack
or dobackcountry skiing.
The trip Spt acbiee dapat
4-8. The costs for this tri

uA

are $189 for HSU studen i
faculty and staff, if participants
drive their own vehicles, and
$249 if they ride in an HSU University Center van. All others
add $10 to the fees.
Registration deadline for this
trip is next Wednesday.

@ After

Election

Vote

Ont

it the A.S.
Va

i
i

ae

as

an unknown narcotic

recovered
leased.

[8]

was

re-

WA bicycleseatand cable
lock were reported stolen
Saturday afternoon from a
locked bike near the tennis
courts.
@ A beer bottle was
thrown thro
an office
window in Nelson
Hall on

Friday night. The window
was valued at $30.

@ A vehicle was burglarized Friday in the staff
parking lot near Gist Hall.
Stolen were a royal blue
L.L. Bean backpack containing textbooksand other
miscellaneous items.
—Peter Finegan

|

a

:

OFFER YOU...

¥

Campus-Wide Recycling

f

Campus Center for Appropriate Technology

i

Student Discounts at Centerfrts

‘

Child Care
ClubTravelFunds

Marching Lumberjacks
Women’s Center

f

Cultural Programs
Film Festival

Youth Educational Services (YES)
Services for Re-Entry Students

i
E

i] tm

Student Representation

. Lamberjack Bays

=

and

oe

A.S. PROGRAMS
f

Sun-

@ Parking meters on
Union St. near the Baptist
Church were vandalized
early Sunday morning.

DID YOU KNOW
=

on

day at 3 a.m, a male student was hospitalized. He

a
A YES

overdosing

Drop-in Free Tutering

@

Leadership Development

<’}

—_Free Legal information

x

Vote Yes

1B COS ARENA © SOAS PRPC w ENING PRPESTY w SUN, 9 CwRabNy
~~

|

E

:

;
mantel QaaC, PATON

L

and four
of four days of
t Bachnightsof lodging at
elor, Ore.
“The snow is great this
year,”
Johnson said. The trip should
bea lotof fun and give everyone
time to relax.”
The ski trip consists of nordic
(cross country) skiing in the
Three Sisters Wilderness Area
oralpine (downhill) skiing. Each
has its own unique qualities
while both trips are combined
into one.
| Adventurersonbothtrips will

Thetripis planned torun April
3-7. The cost for this trip is $61
for HSU students, faculty and
staff. For all others the trip will
cost $71. Registration deadline
is Tuesday.
Geoff
son, a recreationadministration senior completing a student internship, said,
“This year Center Activities is
oT a wide variety of outdoor adventuresthatbenefiteve.”
Because of the wide range of
outdooractivities,kayaking,hik-

“It’sanaquatics
trip basically,”

By Jason Tennant

»

&

10
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CSSA spli
@ Dissatisfied with their lobbying voice
in Sacramento, three universities formed
their own student coalition.
mento, San Bernardino and
Stanislaus CSU campuses. .
“If we don’t have a common
message then it hurts students
on campus,” said Elizabeth

By Frank Mina
Students may be losing _

sentation at the state capitol.

Three universities split from
the California State Student Association and formed the Student Advocacy Coalition, an action members of CSSA said may
diminish the lobbying power of
students in Sacramento.
The Student Advocacy Coalition is made up of the Sacra-

Fenton, CSSA legislative-affairs

director. “The more students behind us and the more students
vote, the more seriously we are
taken.”
Assemblyman Paul Woodruff,
R-Moreno Valley, and former
for eSan Bertativ
CSSA
nardino,

met

with

hess 70MO Midnight Sushi <=

We cVthere
to Meet, to Cat Sx Greet aad
FRIDOY? & SHTURDAP

Open *til 12:00

Your late night sushi,
music and relaxing spot.

San

Bernardino’s Associated Stu-

dents to discuss its withdrawal
from CSSA.

“I tried gently and carefully,”

that
he said, “to convey to them
willbe
not
may
although they
ignore their differences
ing to
) it is important to
(with
get

ivy.

back

said he had his own
Woodruff
differences with the CSSA, as a
CSSA representative in the late
‘70s to early ‘80s.
But he added it isimportantto
put aside differences and work
toward the goals of the entire
student body.
“This division will be used by
members (of the Legislature) to
illustrate that there is no agreement among higher education,”
hesaid, “that thereis nota unanimous belief among students. It
will be the (legislators’) way to
rationalize

t financing.”

“Overall,” Woodruff said, “the
vast majority (of students) are
less.”
getin
paying more and
Tina Young, A.S. president at
CSU Sacramento, one of the
schools to split from CSSA, said
she feels the same way.
“If you're paying for a service

you're not getting,” she said,

“you're not going to pay for the

service anymore.”

“Every campus comes from
different areas with different
different
demographics,

Dinner

1130930 5:00-9:00
Closed

JAPANESE

2120 4th

RESTAURANT

ureka,

|

444-3318

FREE TO
EVERYONE
¢ Specialize in renter disputes
e Offer information, not advice
¢ Anonymous

Iumboldt

al

(707) 826-3824

Humboldt State University Arcata, California 95521

by

2)

Nee

TAA TER
iI

OBUEYAt et arom te 9 o™

a

she said. “Is it fair, if a school is

At the S.A.C. conference
Nelson,aCSU eae

paper reporter and a CSU Sacra-

to an is- mento student were not allowed
diametrically o
Chancellor
sue, that they should have to into the room where
Barry
Munitz
was
giving a
suffer?”
Young said the CSU Sacra- speech as part of det tolerance
mento A.S. believes “there need ‘ events.
“When we heard people from
to be changes in the way CSSA
conference were goconducts business or is not con- the CSSA
ing to crash our (events) we
ducting business.”
wouldn’t let them in,” Young
Fenton said, “Every organizaa $40 fee
tion needs to reorganize itself ... said. “We had
(the stuand
in fact I was one of the first to for the (conference)
commend the schools for trying dents) had not paid.”
The $22,109 in annual dues
to make changes to the organiuniversities have withheld
the
zation ... but they can’t make
changes if they're not in the or- has caused CSSA to make cuts in
all areas of the organization.
ganization.”
“We have had to cut back eving
mak
Young said CSSA was
erywhere,”
Fenton said. “Camprogress toward internal reform
us
information,
staff, travel,
until, at the end of January, refobbying, every single part of
procedures were
ormation
organization is affected by
the
es.
halted for other CSSA issu
the
budget.”
HSU physics sophomore Mark
She said the only way CSSA
Nelson wrotea resolution to AS.
can get funds equal to those lost
condemning the actions taken
is by either raising the 50-cent
.
ties
by the three universi
fee
students pay Associated Stu“Legislators will pick which
(ideology) is closer to what they dents each semester or getting
want and say, ‘This is what the the three campuses to rejoin the
CSSA.
students want,” Nelson said.
“Weare going to need a larger
Nelson wrote the resolution
contribution from cam
and
after returning from the CSSA
alot
of
students,have
to
decide
if
ce
in
eren
conf
annual lobbying
(CSSA)
is
important
to
them,”
nded
Sacramento. He also atte
Fenton said. “Ultimately, (the
the S.A.C. conference held the
split) hurts all students in gensame weekend at CSU Sacraeral
””
mento.

Workaholics,
night owls,
insommniacs.
Welcome:
We have extended our store hours to MIDNIGHT,
Sunday through Thursday, and just to make sure
that you will want to take advantage of these new

late night hours, we are bringing back our famous
HAPPY HOUR discounts!
HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
(7pm to midnight - Sunday through Thursday)

D 5¢ copies on self-serve copiers
DB $5.00 an hour on Macintosh rentals

D 50¢ laser prints

kinko’s

nter
Warren House #53

amounts of money, different issues they feel are important,

the copy center
Open
7 Days
1618 G St.- Arcata 822-8712

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
gs
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Art studio student died Saturday
Art studio sophomore
Derek
Lagerwerff died Saturday night after being sick for four days.
“I saw him Wednesday night and he
said he couldn’ tslepallnight and he was
burning up,” said
fisheriessopomor
Jen-e
nifer McCarthy, La
s roommate.
“We just thought he had the flu.”
McCarthy said —,
had severe
symptoms for
a few days before hecalled
a friend on Saturday afternoon to take
him to Mad River Hospital in Arcata.
McCarthy said
that by the time
Lagerwerff reaciitd the hospital “doctors
were grasping at anything to understand
how a healthy 20-year-o
we could be dying.”
“He was magical,” McCarthy said. “His
spirit is still alive. He didn’t die — only
his body died. He had a reason to live, his
body just couldn't do it.”

McCarthy said Lagerwerff

in hosp

11

ital

“touched

everyone he knew.”

La
s father, Dedrik, said the
family plans to establish the Derek G.
Memorial Scholarship. Donations can be sent to the university relations office.
A memorial service will be held on the
beach in Santa Cruz Friday at noon, and
his ashes will be sca
in the Pacific
Ocean.

“There’s so many good things about
him, so many positives. He could feel
le. He felt
ng. You can’t
elp but smile,” McCarthy said.
Asof yesterday, the cause of death had
ba}
ets
i
gerwerff

is survived

S parents,

Dedrik and Dianne; his sapiiatier, Steve;
his twin brother, Dik; and his sisters
Alisha and Anneilies.

Chalking messages on campus

New policy sets guidelines for clubs

By John Kiffmeyer

TUMBERJACK STAFF

Chalking messages on campus walkways, considered by some to be an effective way of getting the word out, will be
subject to a new campus policy.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president
for student affairs, said the policy»will be
based on the university billboard
ny
and existing novia:
“We don’t encourage it, but se
itisan effective way to communicate,” he

sages after an agreed-upon amount of
time, Webb said.
Permission to chalk is granted by the
clubs-and-o

izations office, said Tina

visually impaired students said Wayne
Hawkins, grounds and landscape supervisor.
Hawkins said chalking without per-

clubs-and-organizations co-

mission is considered vandalism because

Chalking is only allowed on cement
and asphalt walkways, she said. Chalking is not allowed on walls, under covered walkways or on stairs.
The policy will require groups to indi-

rain will washaway most chalk,
but sometimes it carr be difficult to remove.
A light rain can solidify the chalk, especially
if it is applied in large, solid blocks,
Hawkins said, and colored chalk and
pastels can require a high-pressure

cate on a campus

washer to remove.

Bennefield,
ordinator.

map

where they intend

to chalk messages this will help detect

said.

retaliatory chalking,

Under the policy, chalking would be
limited to on-campus rier Webb said.
The
policy will
specifywhere messages
conbasiiien ikea kind of chalk can
be used.
Groups also must rerhove their mes-

the
policy or chalks without Seana
Bennefield said the clubs arid
tions office will try to notify the group
and get them to clean it up.
Chalkon stairs can be dangerousto

If an on-campus

she said.
organization violates

dinator, said chalking reached people who

would not have found out about the
events otherwise.
Rabe said the women’s center chalks

messages during the day and invites
passers-by to join them.
Cast members of “Fuente
play that began March 11, aoe
on

name of their play without permission
the night of March 10.
“It was sort of fun to do it without
people knowing,” said one castmember
who wished to remain anonymous. The
castmember said chalking
was better than
using paper to advertise the play.
Erin Lewis, public relations director

Although
he would prefer
no chalki
Hawiine aid groups who have aed

permission have been responsible.
“I certainly appreciate the groups that
ask and then clean it up,” he said.
The Women’s Center got permission to
use chalk to publicize events they sponsored last semester.

don’t
drink
and
drive.
It’s dum.

Callie Rabe, a women’s center co-coor-

for Youth Educational Services, said, “I
would have never noticed the play if they
had not chalked their name on campus.”
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High costs to blame for closure
Simpson work force expected to drop to a ‘handful’
By Aurtana Koutnik

TOMBERIACK STAFF

“Faulk

said the hoard
|
0now has

The board could rule in favor of

theisons yon coda

wile

chadident ft will be relecred vo dhe
county ballot for a public vote.
were to
initiative, Faulk
said he would be faced with the

costly and time consuming proe of ee
pe
Humboldt
ents

support.

"Faulksaldabou
tOsigaure
ee
ee

Simpson Paper Co. closed its Fairhaven
pulp mill Feb. 28 because
of low pulp
prices, an unstable supply of wood chips
and the high cost of bringing the mill up
to environmental eendands, said
Simpson
Ryan L. Hamilton.
Ten percent
of the pulp mill employees were laid off the day the last
P
bale was produced.
Another 20 percent of the mill’s 262
employees lost their jobs by the second
week of this month.
“After
the end of March,
we'll be down
to about 10 ie of the work force.
Then we will drop down to just a handful,” Hamilton said in an interview last
week.
Hamilton didn’t know exactly how
many a “handful” of employees was, but
he said the maintenance workers would
be i last to go.
bic
5p mil has been in operation
since 1
Although it may open again
in the future, “it would take a dramatic
shift in circumstances to cause that. For
one thing, we would have to meet new
environmental standards,” Hamilton
~,
year the Environmental Proteckon
tion Ageey fined Simpson $2.9 million
wastewater discharge ol
on tints authorized
C
under the
Water Act of 1972.
the Fairhaven
p mill up toenvironmental standards
would cost Simpson a minimum of $200
million, Hamilton said.
The EPA and Surfrider Foundation
@ Simpson mill's wastewater discharge
still exceeds envirnomental standards.
Page 22.

“Because we can buy pulp

cheaper in the Midwest,
hundreds of Californians have
lost their jobs.”
RYAN HAMILTON
Simpson spokesman

filed a joint lawsuit against Simpson and
Louisiana Pacific Corp. in 1989, alleging
the two pulp mills had repeatedly violated environmental standards.
In 1991 a settlement was reached and
the mills agreed to meet certain EPA
— uirements.
t meeting the requirements, which
included extending the effluent pipeline
a mile further into the ocean “wasn’t in
the cards for Simpson in this economic

climate,” Hamilton said.
The pulp mill was bud
to lose $20
million this year, Thoda anal.
One reason the mill shut down was
because of a decrease in the selling price

ulp. Pulp prices went from nearly
soo per metric ton in 1989 to less than
$400 per metric ton today.

Hamilton attributed the price decrease
to an excess supply and low world demand for
pulp.
In addition, the cost 2 a
chi
necessary to make a ton
P
went from $110 to $220 within a similar
time frame.
Another reason for the closure was the
lack of a stable supply of wood chips, a
situation Hamilton attributed to government regulationsconcerning private and
public timber harvest, which in turn

causes saw mills to shut down.
Hamilton said when saw mills shut
down, “the price of chips goes through
the roof.”

The Fairhaven mill was not the only
lant affected by closures. A
Southern California mill wasalsorecently
shut down at a cost of 175j
Simpson also announced March 5 that
it would close its Shasta pulp mill in
about 70 days, which will affect another
100 employees, Hamilton said.
The Shasta pulp mill will close because
the Shasta paper mill can now
pulp from the Midwest at about
$100 less
per ton than
it cost to produce it at its own
— .
Porn is a classic illustration of jobs
leaving the state,” sale ces said. “Because we can buy
cheaper in the
Midwest, eandvonet
ifornians have
Simpson

lost their jobs.”

Simpson also recently entered a jointventure pulp mill operation in South
America with the Chilean Compania

Manufacturera de Papeles y Cartones
S.A.
The Chilean mill began operating late
last year, but “has nothing to do” with
the closing of Sim
‘s Fairhaven pulp
mill, Hamilton added.

will put his proposalon
ots.
Faulk said his proposal would
give residents some control over
the economic future of the county
as well as allow them to protect the
old-growth redwood forests in
Humboldt County

In Faulk’s opinion, Humboldt

County timber com
are harvesting old-growth redwoods at a
rate that will eventually lead to
economic disaster.
The redwood-harvest initiative

would restrict timber com:
with at least 1,000 acres of old-

growth land to
nomore
old-growth redwood than washarvested in 1985.

Faulk said in 1985 old-growth

redwood was being harvested at
an allowable rate.

Today the current rate of harvest

has

considerably
from the

average
rate taken over the
last seven
, but Faulk said itis
still double the 1985 rate.

eat cates fle trapoe
viable solution

demands

le

to the extremist

of environmentalist

groups on one side and the timber

First day of spring
Although It was only partly sunny and 62 degrees Fahrenheit, Sunday was the first day of spring. Friends Fred Riley
It, Bob Nierman and Aaron Shores, left to right, spent the day at Hammond “let’s all go to the fleld by Aaron's” Park,
located at 14th and F streets in Eureka. “You should have caught us before we got tired,” Shores joked.
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Community |
clips

held April 17 to discuss the

,
counion
peer
as crisis intervent

Senate

election to be held April

a

7.

Girl Scout cookies

on sale Saturday

A person must be a U.S. citiof age or older on
zen, 18
the date of the election and not
in prison or on parole for conviction of a felony to be eligible to
ister.

ose who have moved since
need to re-register
voting
last

It's that time of year
ies. *
Time to buy Girl Scout
The Eureka branch of Girl
Scouts will be selling cookies
Saturday at Ray’s Sentry Market

and should notify the oe

and V.

To obtain a voter registration
form, contact the Elections Office at 445-7678 or 1-800-345-

Video, both in the

Valley West Shopping Center in

Arcata.

Cookies, which are $2.50 per
box, will also be on sale at
Figueiredo’s in McKinleyville
and Waremart in Eureka.
be on
Girl Scout members will
the
in
selling cookies
campus
residence halls on April 4.
More information can be obtained at 443-6641.
—Heather Boling

and issues such

HWS's

Monday is the last day to reg-

ister to vote in the s

willbe

Crisis-services

Voter registration
deadline Monday

Elections Office to receive
voting materials. Absentee ballots will be issued beginning
Monday.

VOTE.

—Brandye Alexander

Volunteers sought
for crisis line
Humboldt County Women for
Shelter is looking for volunteers
to staff its 24-hour crisis line.

seling and domestic violence.
The women's organization offers emergency servicesand support programs to victims of domestic violence.
444call on
For more informati

9255.

—Brandye Alexander

Elections cheaper
than anticipated
The March 2 special primary
election cost less than originally
estimated, according to a ct
Clerk
release from County
Lindsey McWilliams.
ditures for the election
came in about $15,000 under
budget due primarily to the increased use of absentee voter
ballots.
Converting rural precincts to
absentee voter precincts, the
county was able to reduce poll
worker costs by $11,000.
—Brandye Alexander
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¢ Lightweight Mid-Cut Boot
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Deliziosa!
305 F Street, Eureka
445-1912

¢ Cordurae / Split Leather Upper
¢ Hi-Carbon Rubber outsole

nee

the exciting history and

architecture with a personally guided
3 or 41/2 hour tour.

¢ Air-Flo Insole

cldventures —

e Victorian neighborhoods ¢ Historic Mill
e Fort Humboldt ¢ Harbor excursion
e Lumberjack Lunch and more!

9a.m. and 2 p.m. Summer * $20 to $34.50
All year by reservation

#2 Old Town
Walk
(cheat
406 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 ° 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673

= cores
ers

request the honor of publishing

White T-Shirt.

Supplies Are

Son Coeter ?

Send

660 N.

$11® to:

Ad., Sule 206

Thousand
Oaks, CA 913680-12

in the historic central districts of Eureka and
Arcata. ¢ Entertaining * Informative

$15for two $25for up to 10

to make an appointment
to have your photo taken

All Year by reservation

Call 826-3259

Red & Black Design on a

by reservation. Fully Narrated 11/4 hours

#3 Highlights North,
South and Eastof | _ _
Humboldt Bay

1 the inoue of April 21

in the issue

High

All

‘erm

eae

us your
and we'll
the world!

445-2117
Pride Enterprises.
Over 25 years of experience (800) 400-1849

590 Lombornsh

NAACP honors ex-president
for Women’s History Month
By Teri Carnicelll
In honor of Women’s History Month, the Eureka branch

of the NAACP paid tribute to
Matilda Bartie-Tillman,
its first
woman president.
At Sunday’s meeting Proam Director Ina Harris said
illman was chosen because
of her “struggle for freedom,
for justice, and advancement
(for blacks) in our society.”
In 1964 Tillman gave up her
position as president and returned to Louisiana. Her purpose was to help with the
voter-registration drive, established to make blacks aware of
their right to be included as
citizens and allow them to

a

«

vote.

Lynn Pauley, a former professor of theater arts at HSU,
said, “This was not onlya very

|

patriotic thing to do, it was
very, very brave.”

Tillman was born in Cape
Charles, La., in 1912 and died
in 1976, according to her
brother James Tillman.

The education/ registration
drive in Tillman’s home town

See NAACP, page 17
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Alice Crosby
was too frall to speak about her sister Matiida
but her brother James Tiliman, 79, said of the honor , “I just
wish that someday these things could be said about me,
although I’m not as energetic as she was.”
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Domestic Longnecks $1.50
Shots of Schnapps $1.50
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SPECIALS

9p.m. to midnight

1/2 Liter Slammers
$2.75
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Taking-a break

ete

ies

Spend spring up north
Oy Drenaye Auman

choose from for $12 each night. Additional cars will be charged a $5 fee.

away
If
south
and

break is less than two weeks
and for those whostill haven’t made
it’s not too late.
you’re unable to make the trip down
Coast
for spring break, the North
southern Oregon have plenty to of-

fer.
The Avenue of the Giants is a 33-mile

scenic drive along
the Eel River starting two miles north
of Garberville off
Highway 101.
haded by redwoods,

the

route

passes through six
towns and several

tourist attractions
including Founders
Grove with a selfguided nature trail

pein

may be used to explore a village built by
Yurok indians, Wedding Rock or beautiful Agate Beach.
Those looking for some sun and
warmer weather can follow Highway
299 about 40 miles east to Willow Creek.
Temperatures this time of Byes have
ovidbeen known to reach into the
for
rop
ing a backd
sunbathing, swim- ming and fishing.
Twenty miles
south of the Oregon
border Crescent
City’s Undersea
World is home of
the largest shark
in the
exhibit
Northwest.
The park’s $5.95admission fee will
buy a chance to play in the tide pool,
view octopus, wolf-eels and stingrays in
the aquarium, and feed 1,000-pound sea
lions as part of a 30- to 40- minute guided
tour. Undersea World is open 9 to 5 p.m.
daily. For moreinformationcall 464-3522.
On the way to the Oregon Caves, the
West Coast Game Park in Bandon, Ore.,
offers a walk-thru safari for $5.75.
park features over 450 aniThe 21-acre

“Gault

and 346-foot Founders Tree, the Shrine

Drive-Thru Tree in Myers Flat and the

Eternal Tree House, a 20-foot room in a
live tree, in Redcrest.

Campers, hikers and picnickers can

check out Patrick's Point State Park in
Trinidad.

The 640-acre park has 124 campsites to

®Area car rentals compared.

‘mals and birds of 75 different species

Page 19.

a
nort*¢

The park has a $5 day-use fee which

DAVID COURTLANO/THE LUMBERJACK

including snow leopards, zebras, camels, lynx and lions.
Aside from roaming free among the
wildlife, park visitors can explore numerous exhibits and a souvenir and gift
shop. Video cameras are allowed at no
extra charge.
The park is open from 9 to 5 p.m., but
hours sometimes vary. Confirmation can
be made by calling (503) 347-3106.
For those who want to be among wild

animals, but are skeptical of seeing them
up close, Wildlife Safari in Winston, Ore.,
is the state’s only drive-thru park.
Uncaged animals roam the 600-acre
reserve much as if in their own habitat.

Other features are an education center,
petting z00, train and elephant rides,

oon shows, films and exhibits. Park
hours are 8 to 4:30 p.m. and admission is
$8.95 plus a $1 vehicle charge. For more
information call (503) 679-6761.

Group & Counciling’
cal
A ¢edi
Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
Family Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal

NEEDS!
° VISA

e MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

785 18th Street
RIDGE”
“JUST OVER THE
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm

822-2481

[=

Well blow me down!
Chicken tenders, fries, ranch

dressing & a 16 oz. soft drink for

$2.25!
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NAACP
>So

canal

aelagba

nsored by the Southas
hristian
Leadership
Conference. Tillman, who
lived with her mother u
her return to Louisiana, had
no income to support herself
during the drive.
The SCLC alloted her $30 a
month, according to a letter
sent out by Pauley in 1964 to
raise money to help support
Tillman. :
ite ope
Tillman used the money
from SCLC to rent an 11-anda-half
by 12 foot room for an

Candles cause blaze
Capt. Cari Pellatz

of the Arcata Volunteer Fire Department

overseees cleanup at 1545 Peninsula Drive In Manila, where a
five gutted the second story of Jerry McGuire’s home last night.

office and classroom. But she
could not afford to buy furniture, a typewriter or a telephone.
“The $30 was to also pay
for
r,
pencils, printed
menial, ould and other
expenses incurred in the tremendous project of teaching
diaenabie and voting rights
and responsibilities to those
who have never before
voted,” Paule7. letter stated.
Pauley told those present
at the meeting, “We were all
- we in amet ved we
oughtwe
t to dosomething to help out.”
“We thought the least we

could

do was raise some

money and send it to her so

she could have enough tolive

on,” she said.
The letter, mailed to National Association
for the Ad-

vancement
of Colored People
members, asked for any financial help they could contribute.

Sheasked for contributions
“to match (Tillman’s) dedication with our generosi

As a result, the Barks
branch NAACP raised $500
for Tillman.

Also present at the meeting were Matilda’s brother
James, 79, and

sister Alice

Crosby, 77.

James said joki a

Matilda, “If she coul
th
up with (Harriet)
ubman, we all would have
been in the North.”
On a more serious note,
James said Matilda “worked

for the betterment of humanity.

Vushe took the struggle up

not for black

le, but for

people in
)” he said.
“She didn’t care if you Wi
black or white. She

wherever injustice was
done.”

McGuire,
40, and his children, ages 9, 7 and 5, escaped unhurt.
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Gourmet Italian Dinner.
Pizza - Pasta
World Famous Spinach Pies
Homemade Soups & Salads
Vegetarian Specialities

Espresso — Cafe Mochas
“Great food and lots of it!”
1563 G Street ¢ Northtown Arcata @ 826-0851

Also available at:
Northern Mountain Supply ¢ 125 W. 5th St., Eureka ¢ 445-1711
Adventures Edge © 650 10th Si., Arcata © 822-4673
Adventures Edge ¢ 408 F St., Eureka © 445-3035

216 E Street
Old Town, Eureka
445-0100
Humboldt’s First
Smoke-Free Restaurant
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City adult health-care program
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Oil and Filter Change ° All Fluids Checked
Tire Pressure Checked *ChassisLube
Interior Vacuum
And More!
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$21.95 |

@ The non-profit organization would
provide HSU students with experience
while saving taxpayers money.
By Dawn Hobbs

Adult Day Health Care of
Mad River may have an opportunity to expand its servicesand utilize student-nursprograms
ing internship
through a

-and-care fa-

cility for elderly low-income
individuals.
Council unCity ta
The Arca
animously agreed WedStephan Lashto have
nesday
,
brook the director ofcommunity de(Grate
velopment,
work with the
orDay
Adult
am direofct
to
River
th Care of Mad
ing and technia plannue
purs
grantce foran eldcal-assistan
board-andme
inco
erly lowcare facility.
Th e non-profit
; rofi organization
for
would provide
students from the HSU and
Collegeof the Redwoods student-nursing internship programs and C.R.’s certified
nurse’s aid program.
Program

Director

Julie

Damron said the facility
would save taxpayersmoney

facility as compared to $2,700
r month to stay in a nursing
me.
A board-and-care facility is
“desperately needed in Arcata”
because most of the area care is
toward individuals who
can afford higher costs, Damron
said.

Services offered
The facility would provideservices for elderly low-income individuals discharged from the
hospital with
no available
at-home care
- and for those
who can no
longer live independently, and
it would also provide respite
care.
Robert
Councilmember
Ornelas said elderly low-income
individuals have gone as far as
to use emergency homeless shelters for respite care, and he
agreed with other coyncilmembers there is adequate
documentation to warrant the
san of a grant to develop the
acility.
The board-and-care facility,
which would beginwith12beds _
and

ibly increase to 48 beds,

wouldbebuiltbehindthe Adult
Day Health Care of Mad River,

located behind Mad River Hosbecause costsare estimated at
$670 per month for a Supple- _ pital in Arcata. The 12-bed facility would cost approximately
mental eras
000, Damron said.
ent to stay inaboard-and-care

ns

Whether it’s cool and blue of red hot, jazz sounds

better on Digital Cable Radio. It's uninterrupted.
In flawless ¢ligisal sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly from their cable into your
sterco system. And it costs less than what youd pay for

The Council informed
Damron a full community-

development grant could

award as much as $500,000.
The Council stated the fileer

ing Se
development

ences

t

are April 2 and April 12. The

times
threele
occursyc
grantc
a year.
it would
l
ci
stated
The Coun
,
public
the
like to hear from
the
in
individuals who are
low-income category and

those who provide services
for low-income individuals.

The community-develop-

ts are made availment
through federal funds
able
from the Department of
Urban DevelHousing and
opment in Sacramento.

The program assists low-

income home

owners with

residential-rehabilitation
grams and it can be wel ke
programs servicing low-income individuals involved in
economic development (job
creation) or housing activities.
Other possibilities

In addition to the boardand-care facility, other existgrant applicaible
in
our include ssteblis ing a

small food facility through

Arcata House to create jobs
for the homeless, an updated

housing condition survey, a

new city industrial park, facilities for the homeless or
those at risk of becoming
homeless and expanding and
improving housing conditions.

”

Video
Wizard

a single CD. Dig it.

‘Your best value ine
CABLE

RADIO

Free Digital
Cable Radio
Installation
443-3127
Xu.
Offer good in
or

wit

serviceable
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$24.95
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Lingerie & V

sleepwear
especially
for your
romantic
get-away...

+tax

° Reservations accepted

°

Arcata:

*Sunny Brae Center:
.

822-7305

:

°

Cutten

:

.

441-1268

°

e 4015 Wainut Dr.
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Car rentals get green light
@ Starting
at less than $150, area renters

96 3,0" + one day starts at

By Eve: Wekdnee

rental, but not unlamite
miled
age. The price is for Mickey's

may be an option for stranded students.
A bicpce may be the perfect
way to tool around Arcata, but
i's probably not the best wayto

Fort Lauderdale forspring

real:

That's when renting acar may
come in Kandy.
_ Whe
the
driving
to Senr
FranGsco or Fort

rate of $143.99 with unlimited
mile
Renters
age.
are only pay-

“Wid:While theGeptn den ate savant
cl ome
renting to someone who is 71

dude tax on the rental, Enter-

beginning with

years old and has full-coverage

1993-94

, Which is not taced.

Sarsareautomatics with standard features.
= An enterrenter
prise
must be
21 years old
and hold a
credit card in
his

or

her

name. Renters

Renters
can pay with
a major
credit card ofan pe dian 0
$250 cash
's Auto Rentals
is located at 1968 Central Ave.,
mation cll 839-3.

While three car-rental
chains

anagement

cvuhamaer Anus backs Yoetusce | ° Programs / Services Oversight
itor
cfiersawecklymtemdersiso. | ° Long Term Planning

cash, renters hasaweeklyrateof SI80foral | ° Setting Goals for Student Union
economy
cars. The price does
not include imsurance
or tax on
the rental.
Renters
are required t drive

and

National

~diemaloatiiag:

Renters
are required to be 25
years old and to hold a major
credit card im his or her own
mame. Customers
can make a
cash deposit but only with the
store manager's approval.

& save big

Replace your oa

.

7's with

compact fluorescent bulbs & fixtures
Call Sequoia Technical Services for the best
selection and support on the North Coast!
904 G Street-Eureka-443-6803

Thursday Might Special

Trail of Toes
ao B&F

KIDS ON THE QUAD
?
APRIL 13 & 14
Ss
ie

ee

ee

ARCH is 100% funded by LS

s
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Petition: Environmentally sound
about
good ’t
feel dn
sures. “lcoul
Se environment or
haveing the
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Redwood Timber Harvesting
said Faulk, “might be
Initiative,
a model the entire state would

Pecmegcneee

member,

who

i

doesn’t
would

Faulk’s

2 bemupported
by
‘a

come
isa falee
nanc
his
ordi
leves

ior

board
think

he
Kaufman said, but
could not speak for the rest of
EPIC’s
board members.
Mary
Bullwinkel,
Pacific LumAffairs
y's
Public
ber Compan
similarly
ep
%
as Kaufman
did, but for different reasons.
“No additional
is
Spr
needed,” she satd

pega.
In PL’s opinion Fasdk’s proposal

ig 10 oo eth te
timber-industry
ones as tnenbs
ee
by layoffs or mill clodisplaced

to

*

eee lew,” Beliwinkel said.

ToPL, the issue of restricting

Here’ g ‘the Scoop on

Buyin, in Bulk

Ceep

SUMMER
SESSION

Balk

Feeds Manager

Why Pay Extra For Garbage?
BETRA VIRGIN
UNREFINED

ROLLED

O4ae

Everyone

REAL

OLIVE OIL pay mapLe SYRUP

$5.99

Can

Shop!

¢ Everyone

Can

Join!

“Sil Se

mrnia
uifo
a Cal
of i
enormous cran
the
n
whe
e
rac
che
psy
an
hum
of the
of the Pacific. As
ers
wat
ky
mur
the
of
out
y
all
tic
ver
s
ust
gray whaleer thr ys from its mouth and pours from its flippers, the gray
sp
white wat
tons of
40
wiupttoh
into the
turns on its back and crashes violently

ing swimming techniques and playful maneuvers along a 000-mile

;
J

‘a

stretch of coast as they migrate north to feed in the calm summer waters

be purchased at a whale-watching expedition trip near you.
Celtic Charter Service of Eureka is planning a whale-watching trip April 3
.
_ from 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. The cost is $25 per passenger.
boat have had success using binoculars to see the
gers
the touring
on en
Pass
whales. The binoculars are needed because it is illegal to get within 150 feet of a
.
whale, or interrupt its path, said CCS Captain Phil Glenn.
Even at
“People
bulge out
For the

that distance, the sight is a memorable one.
view the whale with a lot of wonder and awe,” Glenn said. “A lotof eyes
and mouths hang open, because they can’tbelieve what they are seeing.”
whale enthusiast whose mouth hangs open when onboard a rollicking

boat for reasons other than amazement, or at the thought of shelling out $25, there
are other opportunities.
Trinidad offers a prime onshore locale for witnessing these mammals
ing offshore.
“Sometimes from Patrick's Point, Palmer’s Point and Wedding Rock you

can see whales by looking straight down,” said Tom Reed, a park ranger at
Patrick's Point. “Depending on the nutrient richness of the water, whales

:
have been known to hang around this area the entire season."
whale watchers can fulfill their needs from a distance, grays

are difficult for scientists to research because of their tendency to roam
© See Whales,
page 24
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Effluent toxicity exceeds limits

Simpson closes as L-P updates

By Auwiens Koutnik

Louisiana-Pacific Corp.’s Safedmill still exceeds
mai
state environmental
eral
standards for wastewater dis-

charges into the ocean, said Jim

Miller, environmental manager
for the corporation’s western
division.
The L-P and
mills
h 10th largest
were the nintand

@ See more on Simpson
mill
Closure
on page 13.

“Come

in the natoxic water
tion in 1989, according
to Citizen Action, a national environmental
The information
is basedon EPA reports received
from the two companies.

This allowed the two mills —
L-P — to
to allowues
and contin

Ne saconcery iroakwews

to use such treatment
because it is dis-

Before the

pulp mill

closed last

abe

based on these tests, said John

of sec-

skins”) such as sea urchins,
Haewen

with water quality enforcement
permét imats. The extra tiene was
granted ina jan. Ul ecciiication
to a settlement reached im 1991

ter.

Other pulp mills across the
country are required by the EPA

Ag

million gallons of untreated
wastewater
into the ocean each

oe

Se

in the nation to
wastewater
into the ocean.
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Mills: EPA limits force chang
© Continued
from page 22
a

niversi ty

HSU zoology and bi

Professor Milton

said

ing to Simpson documents.

to clean pul rere

ao

needed and milder chemicals
such ash
decan

life in = ocean near

pson’s pipeline will no
a
be aavaneent by the

lack of
effect on
specific marine organisms
doesn’t rule out toxic effects in

OMP,
OMP

general.

environmental

said Jorge Matos, an
research assistant.HSU
ogee

graduate student . He said the

Effects not positive

OMP will continue to monitor

“They were never able to
demonstrate that the discharge
had a toxic effect on the organisms,” Boyd said. “The question is-whether those (organisms) were successful indicators of toxic effects.”
Hannum said the tests show-

ing toxicity to sea urchins don’t
indicate the same for humans.

“Thatis different than sayin
it’s toxic to people,” he said.
“The test is protective of the
animals who live in the ocean,
and protective of the
le
whoeat Gadidinals whales: in
the ocean.”

Toxicity units are the scien-

tific standard of measurement
- used to determine effluent tox-

There was an 85 percent decrease in toxicity units at the
ae
a. 1990 to 1992
In 19 0
Simpson’s effluent
toxicity
was estimated to be
about 500 units. But from Janu-

ary through May of 1992 the
average was 76 units, accord-

new system
uses 0:

Comparable data for the L-P
mill was not available because
=
t tests were used, Miller

the marine organisms near the
L-P outfall about three times a

year.
In addition to testing marine
life for evidence of effluent toxicity OMP researchers conduct
weekly water sampling and
testing at various
points al
the Samoa Peninsula.
es
Matos and other OMP researchers fly over the pulp mills
to observecolor differences
and
document what the effluent
looks like from above.
Decreased dioxin
The effluent color from both
the mills has decreased during
the past five years, mainly because of the recent installation
of oxygen delignification systems, resulting in decreased
chlorine use at the mills,
Simpson

spokesman

Ryan

Hamilton said.
Decreased chlorine use reduces the
ce of dioxin, a
by-product of chlorine bleaching, in the effluent.

23
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Dioxin presence in Humboldt pulp mill outflows
Dioxin levels in Humboldt pulp mill effluent (in parts per quadrillion)

resultinginlight tan rather than
dark brown pulp entering the

bleach plant. Less chlorine is

beprocess.
substitute
in the bleaching

the’ reddish-brown
substance that binds wood fibers
, is removed by

In 1990, L-P switches

from a

bleaching and other chemical

processes in pulp
. The
ee
the wastewater is
ca
_—.
Effluentce oratthe L-P plant
is measured with the same test
used by the Canadian pulp and
— industry, Miller said.
standard measurement
is'in color units, determined
filtering effluent samples, adjusting the pH balance, and
searching for specific wavelengthsof light thatcorrespond
tocolors indicative of pulp mill
effluent.
According to Simpson documents, in 1988 the mill's effluent averaged 3,000 color units.
It decreased to 2,000 color units
in 1990, and went down to an
average of 1,000 units last year.
Miller said L-P’s effluent
color averaged 2,400 units in
1988, and went down to an averageof 1300 units between
November of

1989 and June of

1991. Heattributed the decrease
to the installation of oxygen

delignification at the end of

industry

dioxin test
to an
EPA-sanctioned test.

L-P switches
to 0:

en

deligniticaticn

Legal limit for
dioxin in effluent

0
Poulsen

‘88

‘87
ww
Simpeon
Pacife

‘91

‘4,

92

ear

Co. and

J. WATERS/ THE LUMBERJACK
1989.
The addition of hydrogen peroxide to the bleaching processin
1991 reduced the L-P mill’s effluentcolorunitstothecurrentaver-

age of 1,100 units.
Miller said L-P’s goal in mak-

ing these changes is to have un-

than most mills’ treated waste_ water.
He said color units are ex:
to reach levels below 100 after the

installation of absolutely chlorine_free bleaching by the 1995 deadline.

treated wastewater that is cleaner

Microsoft
Word & Excel
Bundle for Windows

Word & Excel
Bundle for Macintosh

$199.°°

$169."

Save $179"

Save

$140"

Limited to Stock on Hand!
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm * If purchased separately at Academic Suggested Retail
Prices are for HSU students, full/part-time Staff, and full/part-time
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. \tems
ay
Sund
&
day
may be subject to availability from manufacturer. All sales are final; no
Closed Satur
refunds. Prices are subject to change at any time.
: 826 - 5830

Membership Has Its Privileges®
WE NOW WELCOME THE AMERICAN EXPRESS’ CARD.
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Whales: Grays travel north to feed
Not all travel the entire

Continued
from page 21
the ocean floor.

SCIENCI

distance to the Arctic, but

most spend the summer

-

Oceanography Lecturer
Hal Ganger,
a Redwood
on Audubon
member,
observes grays off the N
Coast and has studied them in Mexico.
He said though
grays are difficult to
study because of their secluded habitat,
ni modern technology is changGanger said researchers
from the HSU
marine lab are working with a sidescan sonar that takes pictures of the
ocean floor and will help in bottom
topography observation, to study the
impressions the whales make on the
ocean floor when they're feeding.
Whalers were the first to study whale
migration routes.
ir numbers were reduced drasti-

cally after Captain Charles Scammon
discovered two of their breeding and
calving grounds in the lagoons of Baja
California between 1857 and 1860. A
lagoons still bear Scammon’s name.on
American maps.

tk noe 1940s the ——
ts and

of motorns re-

duced the population below 1,000.
But

feeding there.
Although they

are

among the biggest lifeees

eat some of the smallest

eReturned peace corps volun-

coun penton, cian
fish =

teers discuss teaching math and

taceans,

like krill and small

science in Camaroon today

thick strands called baleen
hang from the roof of their
mouths and act as a
strainer. A huge tongue
swaggers the inside of the
mouth to sweep back the
small creatures.
A gray whale’s stylized
ure of eating starts
when it turns on its right
side, gouges nose-first into the ocean
bottom and o
its mouth slightly,
sucking up huge chunks ofthe ccean
oor
The gray does this several times before it surfaces for air,
out debris with its tongueas the baleen retains

42 for information.

m. Nelson Hall West 232.

all without teeth. Instead,

food.

Although grays eat during their jour-

en-

a

tals

10,000

miles round-

trip, most of

ing the number
of
20,000.
In

theirweightis

to over
the

gained in the
Arctic.

la-

Ganger

goons, which
= safe a
grays spen
the winter playing,

IN NORTHE

mating,

feeding
and
peeens their calves for the journey

t=

In the

ae

they
set off, travelingin
sai

DISCOVER

grays navi

the coastline, staying in relatively
low water. He said they are nearsighted,
but they use other keen senses and the
shoreline as guides.

CUSTOMIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUCEMENTS...
Typeset with your name
25 invitations

FORNIA

and pba

said Alaska
eee.
ed water due to
river runoff

of waters from the bot-

tom of the ocean. when warmer surface
waters are blown away.
Barnacles are also
fond of the food

available in waters that whales frequent.
They form white craters on the gray’s
outside from birth and can penetrate six
to 10 inches of blubber.
The blubber acts as a stock room for

at 5

826-

e Robin Martin will speak on
Computer Models of Protein
Folding, Friday at 4
in .Scip.m
A

ence

564.
nutrients during migration.
Due to bi-annual eating at both ends
of their migration, grays must devour
amounts of food at a time.
30- to 40-ton bodies can reach
tec
t’s a lot of krill-eating, but the
whales are built for it for deep-sea
more from from aa breath of air
owTiey
than do aon” Ganger said. “They
have
the ability to store oxygen
in their
lungs. Gray w
can stay under water without taking a breath for 3 to 5
minutes, before breaching (coming up
for air).”
, who has studied whales for
21 years, also observes beached whales
to investigate the cause of their deaths.
He has been involved in the autopsy
procedure by taking off the head and
hat passes
See
ree
parene through
ecugy the
Cecee

“I find it interesting,”
said.
“It’s exciting to touch a whale and be
that close to such a large animal.”
But Ganger urges against forcing contact with a live whale.
“If yougetachance
to go whale watching, be aware and don’t infringe on
their space,” he said.

e

Jim

Vranich
will speak
oncystic
fibrosis, April
2 at 4 p.m. in
Science A 564.
e A day-long conference focusing on the
and restoration of Eel
salmon, steelhead and trout is scheduled for
April 3 in the Turf Room of the
Humboldt County Fairgrounds
in Ferndale. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Sierra Club will
aredwood forest day hikeat Prairie Creek Redwoods
State Park,
April 11. Meetsat 8:30 a.m. at 8th
and FSt., Arcata City Parking Lot
for carpooling. For more information call 839-8709.
e Meraliann Grant will
presenta lecture on Dark Matter,
April 12 at 4 p.m. Science A 475.

Eureka

445-9244
Hwy 101 & W

25 envelopes

$19.95

or
50 customized name cards

for generic invitations
QUICK turnaround!

BEFORE YOU GO
oS Lol.
Mac aa UC
[Vi SUSPENSION

eee
Open 7 Days

822-8712
16th
& G St. - ARCATA
445-3394
Sth & V St. - EUREKA
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CenterArts a source of pride, concern
ee

o the elementary school student in
Petrolia it means a visit to see a worldclass dance troupe. To those with an
interest in Native American culture, it

means a 10-day journey through the
fact and myth of the experience. To

comedy fans, it’s a show starring the

Second City Touring Company. To the

music lover, it’s the jazz of Branford Marsalis.
To Arcata’s residents, it’s a source of pride; to
those anticipating budget cuts, a source of concern.
It’s HSU’s CenterArts.

While the CenterArts name and logo are familiar

to many HSU students, staff and faculty, as well as
Arcata residents, the goals, budget and breadth of

CenterArts programs can be difficult to understand
fully.
Center Arts began in 1980 as a
small lecture series called “The
over the
Bridge” and has
to include live theater and
musical events, cultural seminars, workshops and symposiums, film series, dance troupe
performances and special profor the area’s elementary
s
school and more.
With this flurry ofculturalenrichment and

entertainment,
it’s easy to

“N

brought here and the services
provided to the community.”
While shows such as Los Lobos, The Second City and the
—— Ballet Theatre area highrofile part of the program,
elley stresses they are only

part of the picture.
“We don’ tjust produce ‘name’
events,” she said. “Wealsohave
educational experiences and
awareness

programs
such as the

izati

Oo organization

Robert

ofthousands... CAN OPEFA®

ane Conn

PFOFAMArtsthathas
Slane hangasr, Cen
ter

of modern

ee

a complex the

.

danse oo‘

and break even.

Seladne

They can’t do

and impor-

prgeexeeee
and

these amb, © e@eN running
tious

pro-

Itisashock,

then, to find
the core of the

ee

‘oC

it.”
’

=e

“iesfasc-

tant se ow
to the com-

nom vomme Se”

dean, College of Arts

and Humanities

vy employFrom

y, a dif-

the kind of

gue

“

oaeiel
what's going

CenterArts was doing in a rural
area,” Shelley said about her
move to HSU. “And the quality

on in the
American
the tradive,
creati
the
—
arts
experissly
restle
tional and the
mental.”
“To say we provide only enkind of shorttertainment
about,” said
we're
what
changes
1 Events Coordinator Roy
Furshpan. “We have several
goals. Among them is to bring
amming
culturally diverse
commuthe
to the campus and
nity. We like to think we bring

try, in terms of the acts that were

mally see on the North Coast. A
dance troupe from Africa or a

Spartan-yetcomfortable
office on the second floor of
Nelson Hall, CenterArts Director Sarah Shelley commands the
tion of activities makCenterArts schedule.
tory
ing
Coast veteran of nonThe
profit theaters has managed the
tion for four years.

“I was intrigued by what

of the work was what you would
find anywhere else in the coun-

in programs you wouldn’t nor-

ROBERT SCHEER/PHOTO EDITOR

Events
l ts
Ar
Specia
Roy Furshpan, Center

Coordinator,

came to Arcata from the bustle of San

ng agent and artist representative.
Francisco and Los Angeles, where he worked as a booki
are proud of the fact that majormusical group Jackalope, films
reggae band from Jamaica or
entertainmentcomes here.

cowboy poets. Definitely it’s
about makin peoplehapp , but
cultural
on another level it’s
education.”
Furshpan, who has worked
in Los anes and San Franbooking agent and
cisco as a
artist

representative,

was

tempted by the creative possi-

bilities an organization like
Center Arts presents. He ismore
excited by cultural program-

than box office receipts.

“We've been doing these festivals for a couple of years now,

like the Chicano Voices Festival
and the Native Reflections Festival which lasted more than 10
days and celebrated Native
American life,” Purshpan said.
rmances
perfoon
to ti
In addi

by comedian Charlie Hill and

were offered each day during
the “Reflections” festival. People
had a chance to meet performers like R. Carlos Nakai and hear
him speak to audiences in the
residence halls.
“We provide a lot of services
to students that are free, such as
residencies and ee. to
interact with a well-known performer or dance troupe,”
said.
Furshpan
Shelley echoes Furshpan’s
enthusiasm when describing the
connection between CenterArts
and Arcata.
“I think CenterArts adds a
uality of life to this community
t, whether or not you actu-

name
“Most people know more
about that than some of the more
subtle things we do. I’m sure
that they point with pride to the
fact Branford Marsalis and
Marion McPartland played here,
whether they came or not.”
Shelley and Furshpan point

out that while they may be the
only full-time employees,

CenterArtscould notexist without help froma number of other
people.
“We employ several part-time
student assistants and a host of
work/study students that help
with the technical aspects of the
show,” Furshpan said. “We

ally participate, spills over into

the overall ambience the com-

munity has,” she said. “People

~ee@ear

bacco
ee

lw

See CenterArts, page 28
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Phish/
By Jackson Garland
ow would you react if

your band was placed
on People magazine’s
H
“10 Worst Albums of the Year”
list?
“I think it’s great! Totally fantastic!” said Jon Fishman,

drum-

mer for Vermont-based group
Phish, which will perform in
HSU’s East Gym Sunday as part
of its fourth national tour.
Indeed, Phish’s 1991 album,
“A Picture of Nectar,” was on
People’s 10-worst list. Ironically,
the same album placed on C
Review magazine's 10-best list.
“The worst reaction to an album is ‘Oh, it’s OK,” Fishman
said in a telephone interview
from Los Angeles.

“If a person comes away hating it, it’s caused an emotional
reaction in them. It’s affected
them in some way. The same
goes for people who come away
lovingit. There’snoin between.”
“I think that because we're
getting hot and cold reactions,
we're doing something right,”
he continued.
“I'm also glad that people
who have bad reactions can articulate why. That’s what music
should be able to do — either
move people positively or negatively.”

Phish found its beginnings

at

the University of Vermont when
guitarist and vocalist Trey

Anastasio hooked up with bassist Mike Gordon and Fishman.
They debuted atan ROTC dance
where they were not received
warmly.
“We started out as a cover
band and aspired to become an
original band,” Fishman said.

&

Concert
Preview

What: Jamming music
When: Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: East Gym, HSU

How much: $12 students.
$15 general

“We slowly integrated our own

songs into the sets with our covers.

The original songs were
deemed too strange by the
band’s original rhythm guitart
the band.
ist, whoeventually lef
Keyboardist Page McConnell
joined soon afterward to solidify
the band’s lineup.
, Phish has
Since its oe
had aclose relationship with its
audience. It has a legion of loyal
fans closely resembling that of
the Grateful Dead.
The band even set up an interactive computer network called
that allows the band
Phishnet
members to answer their fan
mail ea.
e try to communicate with
our audience,”

Fishman

said.

“We are a reaching-out kind of

band that has fun when we're

playing. Our live shows have a
atmosphere.”
——

sh’s live shows are known
for their off-the-wall antics.
band
ons
On several occasithe
into
balls
beach
four
has thrown
repreball
the audience, each

senting a band member.

cl

Fishman and Page McConnell. Theg roup
Phish are, from left, Mike Gordon, Trey Anastasio, Jon
e on trampolines while playing.
has been known to sing Into vacuum cleaners and bounc

member jams according to
par.to their
what's ha
oma,
In
ball
ticular boven
the crowd is controlling the
music.
They have also been known
to bounce around on trampolines while playing and to sing
into vacuum cleaners.
“We do things intentionally

If you think

Dh

(,

ARNGsre

COUNTR
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124 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501 |

4453155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

432 5th Street
Eureka
442-3317

“For Musicians...
By Musicians”
pe

country

doesn't rock
you haven t
1212)

GUN
a
Bal

esennnd

“Junta”

and 1990's “Lawnboy”),

Phish signed with the major label Elektra and released “A Picture of Nectar” and its newest

See Phish, page 28

SUPRLUBE
Eureta

135 W. Harris ¢ Eureka

445-5823

Treat your car to a full
17-point oil service
Lubrication maintenance Is our specialty

1d

March 26-2/7th

eecenseenanscaunnseunsscacsacuasaccacsncnenscens

dently produced albums (1989’s

release, “Rift.”
“I never had any doubt that
we would be signed,” Fishman
said, “but I also never really
cared. We were making a decent living before we signed.
Getting signed was more like
the icing on the cake rather than

Vacation — Driving?

Redding s #1
Party

to reach out to people,” Fishman
said. “The fun we're having
onstage translates to the audience in different ways.”
After releasing two indepen-
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$26.45 +tax
for most vehicles
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Student’s photography exhibit
captures Arcata, Minneapolis

Name: Elizabeth Drabkin
Major: Art

thi

Gini Berquist

Year: Graduate student
Discipline: Silk screening

HSU

senior

journalism

Jaymie Scott will exhibit her pho-

Hometown: Richmond

tography in a ae et titled
otographs by Jaymie
a
Scott” March 26 through Keri
23 in the Karshner Lounge in
the University Center.
of
conglomeration
“Gala” isa
portwo
ing
involv
work
Scott’s
trait projects in Arcata and two

Age: 33
e Why sik screening: “It just was the look | wanted,
only | didn’t know what It was ‘til | took the first class
I’ve
what’s
here. After the first class | said, ‘That
been looking forl’”
e First art project: “It was when | was six. When my
mom wasn’t looking | dumped a box of crayons into
a pot of oatmeal and they melted and | stired
all
them with a spoon. All the color was running
over. She was pretty angry.”

One of the projects, which she
calls “The Arcata Project,” featuresenvironmental portraits of
local Arcata businesspeople.
Scott asked the people to retion, “When
spond to the
did you
what
you were a kid,
want to be when you grew up?”
She combined the environmental portraits with their answers and pictures of them as
children.
Scott said “The Minnesota

beginning students because they don’t know the
rules yet. They make all the mistakes that are really
fun; they teach me stuff through their mistakes.”
e influences: Writers, such as John Steinbeck. “They
say thelr messages clearly and honestly — that’s
how | try and make my work.”
© Big bucks: Drabkin plans to accepta $24,000 oneyear fellowship from Ohio State’s graduate pro. She will be given her own studio.
e On Ohio: “I’m kinda scared because there’s snow
there: I’m a warm-weather person. But I’m very
excited, too. It’ give me a chance to do studio art,
which is the main thing | want to do.”

Project” is her favorite project.

e Sound invesiment: “The first thing I'll do when | get

my first fellowship check Is buy a bunch of CDs. |
need to play music in the studio when | work.”

Camicelli
Teri ed
by rt
— Repo

“p
hissh
“phi

EVENING

$12 HSU Students

$15 General
East Gym, HSU

It followed the lines of “The
Arcata Project” in having respondents provide her with an
answerand a photo of them as a
a current
as well as taking
child,
t. The
portrai
environmental
question subject matter, however, was different this time.
“The subjects in this project
were people in transition,” Scott
id
She asked them, among other

MICHAEL

KEARNS

IN

CINTIMACIES
The six characters portrayed by Kearns
boundaries of race, age and gender to
speak on behalf of people with AIDS
whose voices would otherwise not be
heard.

$8 General / $5 Students & Seniors

with Guy Clark
and Iris deMent

Kate Buchanan Room

In conjunction with this performance, there will

be a series of films, forums and otber activities
aq |
dealing with AIDS issues,
call 826-4411

for info.

$17 General / $13 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre

REGGAE

SPRING

FEST

BLACK UHURU
ANDREW TOSHD
AND THE TOSH BAN
LOUIE RANKIN

The Works, Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

$18 General / $14 HSU Student

INFO CALL

—Dance space will be availableVan Duzer Theatre

photo
as er
tually served a semest
editor.
“Lwas getting really involved
with newspapers and —
raphy,” she said. “For a couple
semesters here The Lumberjack
was my life.”
She later took an intermediate art photography class with
Bambi Peterson, a professor
from Minnesota at HSU for the
spring semester.
1991
“It was the best college class
I’ve ever had,” she said. “My
experience in class showed me
there’s a lot I can do with phofollowing year Scott went
on National Student Exchange

to University of Minnesota in

Minneapolis. She discovered it

was the same school at which

Peterson

ly taught, and

she lived with Peterson for the

Scott said she is most interested
in.
“This is what I want to do

with my photography

— com-

municate individual’s truths
one’s own words,” she
——
ewspaper photograph
said

for mejust wasn’t cutting it.

This

style of photography does.”
Scott, 22, first entered the
world of photography when she
took a photojournalism class for
her major in her second semester at HSU. She also got involved

with The Lumberjacandk even-

year she was on exchange.
Scott took visual communication courses in journalism and
photography classes in the art
department while in Minnesota.
“It was exciting to have an
emphasis on visual communication,” she said. “My year was
power phically rich. I did a
ot of exciting things. I was doing exactly what was supposed
to be doing, which wasa feeling
I had never had before.”
The reception for Scott’s

showing is Friday from 7 to 9
p.m. in the Karshner Lounge.

Espresso

in this powerful solo performance cross

Nanci Griffith

, “Where are you right
now?” and “What are you most
interested in?”
Scott said the project reflected
her own feelings of change and
transition.
“I’m in school, I’m graduating, there’s a whole lot of
changes going on,” she said.
“There’s a lot I want to do and
who knows what the future
olds.”
It is this kind of photography

in Minneapolis, Minn.

g
e On being a teacher's assistant: “| like workinwith

;
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University Ticket Office, HSU
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Phish: beach ball music
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“ire have an agenda and
” he conElektra has an

sas
agend
ime
tinued. “Sometour
are the same and sometimes

Se wa
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bs aah

car's

After the release of “Nectar,”
toured the
Phish extensivel

Doctors.
Phish later

“(Jun ta’] has some live mate-

toured

with

Santana.

all of the bands
“Even
tour were
H.O.RD.E.
the
on
musically different, we were
were elecinthatwe
also
y
trical bands who like to
Fishman said. “The tour
acommona
Fans who have seen Phish live

have experienced something
that can’t be experienced when

rial from gigs on it,” he contin-

are
ued, “buta gig and an album
different worlds
two
ed as such.
treat
be
d
shoul
and

mwith
a painting
is like bu
Anal

sound and gigs just come and

B -The album ‘Rift’ hasawholeness to it, a thread that runs
it. aa
ta
thro
from
context.”

Europe and

ts
scaeeeciens

Eve ns i OF
on ghe Horizo
ten ot outelopin
and fineup het ine

‘Junta,’” Fishman said, “but
even that album doesn’t come

week summer tour.

tour, a five-b
cluded Blues Traveler ‘on

the

closest to being captured on

y
wabaer-

July and then embark on a five-
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given show.”
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Center Arts

community

topics
will include:
equity issues
«the glass ceiling faced by
women
of color
estudent experiences

eand much more!

W

March 31,1993
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rr
Associated Students.

and out-of-

state ticket buyers might sug-

“| never had
any doubt that
we would be
signed, but |
also never

an
felt wi

oie in robust

dasp colts, et
ates health is
threatened — as areal other

ven special performances
a lectures by featured performers.

adds, “I always try
to drive home the point that

and a
Center Arts is a campus
a
It’s
rce.
resou
y
communit

commuthisle
ab
tool that
valu

nity has that it wouldn’t have
t . Everyuniversity
the ou
with
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one needs
it.”
want
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stude
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e _
increase of $4 for oiAS.

we are really urging
vote
for the
canest
us continue tone

this videoconference will provide a

4 segment of our higher education

tiPry

luction.

JON FISHMAN
drummer
for Phish

Ly

of

Furshpan is an employee

Phish show on March 28,” Kerr
said, attesting to the lure of a

really cared.”

rovocative and insightful look at the
ritical issues relevant to the status of
“Women of Color,” a frequently overlooked

Arts and Humanities oe

esetandannee

Sold-out

close to what happens onstage.

Color In Higher

any

position is a

Hon it from the College of
pointment

sa

listening to its albums.
t of Phish comes
“The

United States and

ri redo

have 10 to 15 stu-

going to
“After that we are
that
start work onanother
will have as much material as
eo that has not been perlive,” Fishman said.
“Most of our
are
ontoan
it
live before they
album so the audience already
knows the music. We want as
alle
as possib
much new materi
on the next album.”
Phish’s success can be attributed to one thing.
“If you stick to what you like
and work hard,” Fishman said,

“everything falls into place.”

the levelof

we're doing.”
d
about
Is Center Arts worrie
prothe
ting
affec
cuts
t
ran

is not to make money per se.
Its mission is to provide acere
which
tain kind of experienc
on this
’t
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dn
be avail
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ionof
sect
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or
—
campus
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dn’t
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—ify
this
ation.”
The funding sources for
Center Arts are as diverse as a

y are,”

states Dean

Young re far as I’m conthe president of the
university

tA
can

ye

out an

aed

Itis my judgmoney gets tight.
values
ment that the president
CenterArts and that the university values CenterArts.”
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‘Portrait of Broadway’ musical

Audience invited to ‘name that tune’
tart honing those musical

minds— the Humboldt

and the ISU ms

ra Com

dpartnen

bring us
Portrait
of Broadway,” this time in the

style of television’s
“Name That

Tune.”
The musical extravaganza
will take place March 26-27 and

April 2-3 at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall on campus.

“Unlike
last year’s ‘historyof

Broadway’ theme, ee
this time isa game,” said Shirley
Groom, one of the
and a music major at HSU.
Audience members rebe

takmw tocar
may oom
uns the
ma’

name of the song
cal it is taken ae
This musical revue

musiwill in-

Jeane Bope and

pianist Kristin Loudermilk and
onist Gordon Romei.
Bareilles and Groom were
both in last year’s “Portrait of
Broadway” and Grant McKee
was most recently
seen as

thelead in “Fiddler
onthe Roof.”
The entire revue was put to——_—
“The five of us did
— the concept, direction of
scenes and choreography,”
Groom said.
This year’s performance will
include music from some old
classics such as “Oklahoma!”,
“The King and I,” “Showboat”

Tevja,

” as well

as some recent
Broadway
biggies like “Les Miserables,”
“The Phantom of the Opera”
and “Miss Saigon.”
“Last year we only had two
performances and it was literally standing-room-only,so this
year we added a second weekend,” Groom said.
There will also be some surprise guests.
Brian Jebian, who performed
* last year’s “Portrait,” will be
pa om
est performer on the first
David ‘McMullin, an HSU
graduate, also performed in last
year’s show and will be the guest
on the second weekend.
McMullin may be remembered
as the lead in the HSU production of “Cabaret” last year.
The Humboldt Light Opera
Company

has been bringing

musical theater to Humboldt
County for the past 20 years.

Some of its past

uctions

include “Guys and

Dolls,” “My

Fair Lady,” “Camelot” and,most
recently, “Fiddler on the Roof.”
“A Portrait of Broadway” will
be a combination of solos, duets
and group numbers.
“It’s going to be really fun,”
Groom said.
Jud

by last

year’s turnout

it world bs wies te get those
tickets early.
Tickets are $6 for general admission and $5 for students and
seniors; they are available at Bold
Images in Arcata and Angelus
Clockwork Music in Old Town,

ewUL TEE

Eureka. Tickets will also
be available at the door.
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clude works from the likes of

a

and “West Side
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Art & Graphics
ELLIS IS THE PLACE
SUPPLIES

* Engineering * Drafting & Surveying « Art & Graphic

Office

SERVICES
* Blueprinting * Xerox Engineering Copies

Ellis Art & Engineering Supplies
401 5th Street, Downtown Eureka * 707.445.9050

peaAaso YVWTT bAAARSO

opens Degen _

Cole Porter, Rogers and
Hammerstein, Andrew Lloyd
Weber and more.
Groom, who is also the production coordinator and director, will perform along with

OSGAAAIIOSOARAMIO SOARS, SieAkid

Performing

in this year’s “A Portrait of Broadway” are, from left, HSU students

Stacey Bareliles, Grant McKee, Kristin Loudermilk, Jeane Bope and Shirley Groqm.

1u.99 CD!
o> ee 2 2a

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

FABULOUS NEW PAPERBACK
ARRIVALS
A GARLIC TESTAMENT (Crawford)
Garlic growing on a small mi in New Mexico.
LAND CIRCLE (Hasseistrom)
Awoman ranching in South Dakota.

Wnts

Year

Ue

Gare oes

vo

ee

LEMONADE SPRINGS ee
16 sharp essays from the dean
writers.
BASTARD OUT OF CAROLINA
(Allison)
Gritty novel from a child's view of poor relations in South
OST ian

ctavodien

neue onl

A husband
& wife, a filmmaker, a solo

race,

moraist.
madness, disaster, from
a great
A GREEN HISTORY OF THE WORLD (Ponting)
Human history eae
2 by ecological cause &

LOVE tS STRANGE
(Rose & Texter)

Stories of post modem

(real twisted) romance.

thanks to all those who made Sharon Doubiago’s
Featuring NEW,

LOCAL

| UNUSUAL

957H St. * Arcata
SPP rac

BOOKS
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Play examines life’s ‘catch phrases’
By Erin Waldner
Playwright David Mohrmann

will be the first to say his latest

play, “Temporarily
=

(and for all

ow),” eetything but typi-

“It’s

different,”

said

Mohrmann, a professor of dra-

matic writing in HSU’s theater
arts department. “It’s weird.”
is Mohrmann’s
et
attempt to explore and question
the unusual aspects of life.
For Mohrmann, these details
surfaced a few years ago.
“| started hearing the same
words coming out of people’s
mouths, but meaning different
as
things,” he ~
things I
saying
“I saw m
would
didn’t ‘ead. Boubectes
thank me for something and I
would answer, ‘You bet,’ which
is something I hate, but I kept
saying it anyway. We say safe
little things that we don’t mean.
These catch phrases get us
through difficult situations.”
A few years ago Mohrmann
began. writing about these catch
phrases.
He wrote the first act of “Temporarily” in three days, but it
beyear-and-a-half
was another
fore he finished the play.
The final result of his probings

to disis a play that attempts
cover the truth in life. In turn,
Mohrmann unravels the repetition of familiar and comfortable
lies.
_

his life has
As for Mohrmann,

been far from comfortable.
Born in the San Francisco Bay
areain 1949, Mohrmann’sinterest in writing began at age 11
when he started writing poetry
with a friend.
Over the years Mohrmann developed his talent by writing
short stories and more poetry.
He went on to receive a bachelor of arts degree in sociology
from the University of California at Santa Barbara in 1971.
After graduating, Mohrmann
left writing to develop other interests.

“I traveled, 1 painted, Ilived,”
he said.
When Mohrmann’s first play
was produced seven years ago,
he realized “that being a playwrightisa natural thing for me.”
“It’s what I wanted to do,” he
said.
In 1988 Mohrmann entered
the master of fine arts program
at HSU.
“I heard it had a strong exrimental vein, which is what
‘m interested in,” said
Mohrmann,a resident of Arcata.

“They encourage you to take

David Mohrmann

chances ... to try new things.
Other places don’t do that.”
After he completed the MFA
program in 1991 Mohrmann
accepted his current position
arts department.
with the theater
ly
“Temporari (and for all we
know)” is Mohrmann’s seventh

produced play.
“It’s strange to hear my words
change,” said Mohrmann.
“But the actors make

my

words stronger ie when they
ive them
-1o
are on
not even
e
Theyr
el
chann
the
excitIt’s
re.
my words anymo
ing.”

per“Temporarily” will be
formed at the Pacific Arts Center Saturday and Sunday at 8

TO
EDITOR
ROBERT SCHEERVPHO

Emotions unbound
Arcata resident Jeff DeMark recites a poem about the
recent influx of Jerry Garcia followers into Arcata. His

p.m.

poetry was accompanied by music performed by,
among others, his brother Paul, HSU’s assistant director
of public affairs. The poetry and music were part of

for stueraladmissionand $3.50

takes place the second Tuesday of each month.

Ticket prices are $5 for gen-

Jambalaya’s monthly open mic poetry night, which

dents. For information call 826-

5444.

__

=>
rae

of Everts
Dance

eGreen & Gold Room
Theme: Multi-cultural dance with a tribute to Female Artists

Friday, March 26 °9:30p.m. - 1:30a.m.

Film & Discussion

Thursday, April 15 ¢6p.m. - Qp.m. ¢ Gist Hall
Title: Tongues United (exploration of Black Gay life),
by Marlon Riggs
Panel Discussion
naentey, Sees 13 © 12:30p.m. - 2:30 « KBR
perspectives)
at is Religion?
Title:
Play

Saturday, April 16 ¢ 7p.m. Topic: Yo Soy Joaquin by

9p.m. ¢ Recital Hall
olpho “Corky” Gonzalez

Arts/Entertainment
Saturday, April 24 ¢ 7p.m. - 10p.m. *KBR

Theme:

Multi-cul

Ent

ent Night

Film & Discussion

Tuesday,

Topic:

April 27 ¢ 6p.m. - 9p.m. ¢ Founders 118

Multi-racial

Relationships/Ethnicity

|
’ Teleconference
Wednesday, May 5 ¢ 10a.m. - 12p.m. ¢ Gist Hall 221
Topic: Hispanics in Higher Education

A
°/°

ner
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Softball needs shot in
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e arm after Chico
Tae TT
ith its offensive and defensive

sqederunees
1U women’s

so:

,the

team is

looking toward its pitchers to win them a
championship season.
“If our pitching comes around, I think
we're national caliber,”
Head Coach Frank
Cheek said. “And (the pitching) is capable, it’s not that wedon’thaveit. (Terra)

Anderson’s getting better and better, and

she’s the key.

concentrate on what's going on and not
think about other things,” Murray said.
“Before the Chico game I was doing pretty
good. I was keeping the ball low and I

have one bad inning and the ball game is

was throwing straight. I guess I just had
a bad day.

and unfortunately that’s the impression
some people have.”

Murray said that nervousness is usu-

games I’m usually feeling pretty good. I

pitching squad consisting of AllNCAC player Kelly Wolfe, BYU-Hawaii

transfer Terra Anderson and local rookie
Chrissy Murray.
“Kelly’s a proven, she’s 13-1,” Cheek

said. “The thing is — one of these other
girls has to come around and right now

we'te going to put our money back on
Anderson.
“We've got one girl who doesn’t quite
have the experience and we've got another who is kind of lacking a little bit of
control,” Kelly Wolfe, a sophomore business major, said. “With a lot of work they

should come
“We have
attributed to
was my fault

through.
three losses that could be
pitching,” Wolfe said. “One
and the other two were just

“Hopefully it’s not shades of things to

come,” Murray said. “Ijust need work on
throwing and really keeping my mind on
the catcher.”
ally not a problem for her. “Going into

T he team is playing with a three-deep

second in the NCAC.

Murray, a nursing major. “The problem
with me is I’m not really getting my job
done. I think in the game against Chico

maybe throw the ball in the dirt and
throw a good inning.

over.
“If she wasn’t capable of doing it, I
would have a different perspective,”
Cheek said. “We’re notaone-pitcher team

ERA of 1.63 Is third in the league, while HSU’s team ERA of 1.44 is

urray’s starting debut against Chico
ended with a 6-5 loss.
“Kelly’s doing a real good job,” said

M

“I need to work on my nerves and just

“She’s hotand cold,” Cheek said. “She’s
more hot than cold, but in this game you

Kelly Wolfe leads the NCAC in both wins, with 13, and saves. Wolfe's

used Murray.”

that I pitched in, that I really didn’t come
through. I had a lot of trouble throwing
strikes.

“Anderson iscapable of going out there
and throwing a no-hitter once her control
comes around,” Cheek said. “She’s been
wild. She’ll walk a couple of batters,

~ " RICH BICKEL/THE LUMBERJACK

things that happen. If we would have had
more sound pitching, we would be at
least at 22-1.”
“Murray’s going to go in there and do
a good job for you,” Cheek said. “She’s
not going to give up many runs and she’s
going to keep the ball down. So we've

was feeling good going into the Chico
game but things just didn’t work out.”
She said that she’s not going to let one
bad game spoil her confidence. “I’m going to go in there and just try to do my
best and see.what happens. And if it
doesn’t work — just keep on going I
ess.”
“This team doesn’t quit — we’re not
getting the timely hit when we need it,”

Cheek said. “The pitching this weekend

was sufficient but we didn’t get the hits.

We left a lot of runners on base.”
HSU plays nationally second-ranked
Cal Poly Friday at the Hayward Tourna-

e See Pitching, page 32

Baseball club left out in rain for 12th season in a row
@ HSU enters another baseball season
without an official baseball team.
By Jon Chown

NCAA baseball at Humboldt
Stat
is 0efor 12.

For the twelfth spring ina row
HSU will not have a baseball

team. The absence of baseball

Some tte/ aaiiotk progremhes
pushed America’s pastime into

club status. HSU baseball club

president John Snell is understandably upset.

“I don’t like the school’s ex-

cuses for not having baseball.
o
yet there’s
sto
say it’wet,

10 high schools here with teams,

with a
there’s a junior
] team
team and there’sa
on campus,”
Snell said.

club
Snell started the baseball

three years
left by the a

The club

to fill the void
department.

10 to 15

TH, tall Pie yoar the ie will
travel to Oregon for two tournaments.

“When we get all our players
out we are er very competitive,” Snell said.

The club is supported primarily by the community. Twenty
theclub.
local businesses)
Hor almoleie ee
the business’ name on the
of a jersey. Number 11, for instance, is sponsored by the
Humboldt Creamery. The com-

munity also allows the team to.
parks, including the
use local
Arcata ballpark. Snell plans to
enlist more support from the
community.

“We're also considering a hita-thon and a couple other

fundraisers. ar

unity is

supportreal generous
ive,” Snell said. “They buy us

a Figone came to HSU in the
fall of 1980. He was hired as a
professor of physical education
and also as the head baseball
coach. The next year baseball was

dropped.

of Rie disappointed. It wasn’t

devastating, but I was disap-

pointed. I’d have rather been
= the opportunity to build a
gh quality program. If youlook

throughout the world (baseball
is) the fastest growing sport in-

Whitmire

“The program was dropped

hasnotbeen

ternationally,” Figone said.

said.

Baseball

for two reasons,” said Athletic

reinstated

field and HSU couldn’taffordto
votes
meee

a position
sincetoadd

Director Chuck Lindemann.The _ because the
school has
science building was built on
not been in
what had then been the baseball
came to

a
t

the disa

t

i

isa

Po

ackofacoach,
of baseball can

any

sports

MidLnd
mann.
“But

to another baseball
ably
be linked
prob

reason according
ball Coach Fred

to Head FootWhitmire.

“In going through cutbacks
they have tofindaplacetodoit.
Unfortunately for baseball it
doesn’t draw revenue so it gets

would probably be at

A university is

community

that surrounds

too wet, yet

‘
there’s 10 high
school teams

it. This school
ignores that.”
Softball

te
OQ junior college

coach Frank
Cheek concurs

team...anda

whatSnell says.
°

softball team.

JOHN SNELL

baseball club president

the top of
our list in
termsofmen’sprograms.Ithink
[told John (Snell)

supposed to be

indicatiofvethe

“They'll say it’s

that there was

with some

of

“Yes baseball
is important to

Humboldt

County, more
so maybe than

other
some
sport, but the
do you
where sup
questioncome
get the money?” Cheek said.

hit quicker than other sports,”
Whitmire said.
Whitmire also says that the
lack of a baseball program can
cause recruiting problemsforthe
football team.

probably a chance it could occur,” Lindemann said.
| Snell wants more.
“They wiped out the school’s
most successful program and
,”Snellsaid.
keptotherpr

“We had a cut last year and
another cut this year and with
the gender equity problem confronting athletic programs
could you justify adding baseball without adding another

aschool thatoffersboth. I‘llmention that wehaveaclub.Iwould
say that we have an excellent
chance to get him if we offered
baseball. I do know that some
people aren’t here because of it,”

cal talent. There is alot ofinterest in baseball here. They say
there’s no money, yet they want
to put AstroTurfon the football
field. The community puts
money intothe sports programs.

The lack of proper facilities
also dims the future of baseball
at HSU. There is no place for a

“Here’s an athlete looking for

e’re losing local kids and lo-

women’s sport,” Cheek said.

See Baseball, page 32

The Lumberjack

Athlete of the Week

Baseball
© Continued from page 31

Name: Kim Edmonds

Major: Physical Education.
Year: Senior

_ diamond on the campusand the
parks are often too wet to
local
Cheek says that practicing
use.
baseball in the field house is not

practical and the Arcata ball park

won't be playable for a couple
Weeks.
All of this can be overcome
according to Snell if the desire is
there to accomplish it.
“The one thing holding up
baseball isn’t money. It isn’t the
weather. I really think the problem is that we have s ape
major running the athletic deperthent You don’t see P.E.

bol
Dase
ed
play
cod
"My
:
svi
the
wih
s
'
a
|
de
h
g
spesc
in
the
nn
ru
rs
majo
B Bats: Right

throw the
and he was a catcher too. He just let me
When |
ball the way | thought was comfortable.

stood in the bating box | guess | just stood up there
right-handed, and he let me do It."

1 g

Pitchi

a3

© Continued from page31

.
ment. Cheekis

wat ptt

l INUC IITs?
UiireCehcecom

“We beat Cal

Poly and

The Lumberjacks are

currently

L-

league record, and a 20-3 _

Genuine

VOLLEYBALL-

elieuititers)

Bobbie Charlton * PHI SI Dunka

FC Mat¢ zKit Shickers

:

Driving

7
ae

Softball Tournaments

Good Luck!
King of Sports

® Coach

Frank Cheek comments: “Kim Edmonds Is

worth her weight in gold. She’s the best leac-off

batter in the conference right now.”

by Greg Magnus
Reported

18-hole course|

$8.50 green jee

|

|°

Rick's

Radio/Controlled

Speedway
&

Nes

Fun Center
ee

f

ns
ee
ante)

Slow-Pitch:

$60 student team
$100 community team

and take you out.

Call for tee time)

,
Upcoming Tournaments:

CoCost: $40 Student Team
$15 community Team.
Deadline for sign-ups is
Monday, April 12 at 5:00p.m.
Fast-Pitch:
April 22, 23 & 24, 1993.

ince my
hurt
has eve
my sephora e yearyoin
voor ance
ry
hes

Eureka Municipal
se t
GolfrangeCo« ur
Restauran

Working Warriors

16&17.divisions.
Apriedl 15,
& Open

starting to have a problem with my knee
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@ Physical demands of a catcher: “Just s.this MyyeararmI’m

=

markoverall.

Team USA * Chelsea * Mystic Squids

Gym Rats * GRAD

plac

in second

in the NCAC with fn

SO
Purple Gels * Agent Orange ¢ Little Debbies

tala

a

a

| think it helped. You get hurt. People try
son
seaand

said.”

Nerth." Check

congratulations!
FTBAI

optimistic.

+

the
w Mental demands of a catcher: “You're like

Organized

,
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Softball loses game to

by an
be filledly
HSU that would normal

Track hits stride at

assistant, or a co-coach in this case.

Sports
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The Lamberjack

televised Mustang meet

But because Dan Collen, the otherco-

coach, has an increasingly busy agenda

Chico; drop into second
Halfway through the Northern Cali-

ce season, itu
Conferen
Athletic
had | fornia
teamMuseTrack atandtheField
HSU
Th
©
andhas
s,
Activitie
managery oftoCenter
asdecided
team finds itself in
softball
s
va
boldt
Golden
showing
strong
a
depursue his master’s
further, a prerequisite for an
any
io, he cannot fill the
coaching
Bill-time

void for HSU.
“I didn’t apply for (the position),”
Collen said.
t was just a decision I
had to make.”

will still be involved in HSU volleyball in
some capacity. “I will always love volleyball.
ardless ae (the ere
goes,

school teams from throughout
California head to Humboldt
State for the fourth annual Humboldt

em

on Saturday at the Redwood

Bow

Approximately 12 teams will participate at this year’s meet. Field events
get underway at 10:30 a.m. with the
Is’ discus and the long jump, and
events will begin at 11
am. with the trials in the girls’ 100meter hurdles.

The Humboldt Relays

has gained a

reputation as one of the most prestigious meets of its kind in Northern
California. The event features computerized scoring
and results, training staff and facilities, and individual
and team awards.
Humboldt State’s coaching staff,
staff, athletes and track and
boosters act as event officials
and
organizers.
— Sports Informaton Office

Women’s volleyball in

I’m going to be su

ive of the

volleyball program,” Collen said.
An assistant for the next head coach is
something Collen feels is vital if the Lumberjacks are to continue a winning tradition on the court.
“I want to see the support for volleyball
that other sports get on campus,” Collen
said. “I feel very strongly there should be
another position.”
This dilemma has prompted a national
hunt for a women’s volleyball coach by
HSU’s athletic department.
After examining numerous —
the field has been narrowed to
three female finalists.
Physical education department Chair
Chris Hopper said the identity of the
three women cannot be revealed because
of “a strict policy that has to be followed,”
but said that the final announcement of

and one automatic

NCAC

a couple of weeks.”
Each of the candidates visited HSU in
the past three weeks and were thoroughly
questioned by a five-member committee,
as well as some members of the team.

far ahead of everybody, it was cool.

Jackie Joyner-Kersee was also there,

but she didn’t compete.”

“We had a few people walking

around starry-eyed but when it came
time for competition they settled
down. We've got good leaders on our

a practice.

This has left a coaching vacancy at

— RyanJones

1,500-meter rankings with a

coach Sharon Holgerson. “He was so

ing styles, the three women were also
watched while they ran the team through
The review committee will recommend
one of the women for the job to athletic
administrators, with Bette A. Lowery,
dean of the college of professional stud-

team. We're very satisfied. The meet
was on SportsChannel Tuesday and it
gave the University a lot of positive
recognition seeing our jerseys on the

ies, having the final word on who will be
offered the job.

television. Hopefully it will help the
University and the track and field proWilliams said.

gram,”

College has her bound for Wisconsin.

qualifier. Juan Ball

time of 4:47.51. The time was her personal best.
Several major track and field stars
also performed at the meet. Gold
medal Olympian Butch Reynolds easily won the 400 meters, gliding away
from the competition.
“He kicked butt,” said assistant track

who was offered the job should come “in

With one co-coach leaving,
and the
other already working a full-time job
for
on campus, the search is underway
women’s
HSU’s
for
coach
one head
volleyball team.
Julie Ortman’s acceptance of the
head volleyball coaching job at Ripon

t San Luis Obi
ee

added her name to the list of qualifiers
by running a time of 12.09 seconds at
the invitational on Saturday. Karin
Merritt moved into fourth place in the

In order to get a glimpse at their coach-

search for head coach

.

The meet featured the debut of
rinter Kelvin Blanton. Blanton won
e university division 100 meters on
Friday in 10.99 seconds.
On Saturday Blanton placed sixth
in the invitational 100 with a 10.94
time that ranks third in the NCAC.
“I thought I performed OK for the
first time out, hopefully I'll just keep
improving,” Blanton said.
“We expect a lot of improvement
out of Kevin in the course of the season. We're really excited about what’s
going on,” head track coach James
illiams said.
lia
excited about.
alottobems
Wilhas
The ‘Jacks already havea total of seven
provisional national qualifying marks

Collen is convinced, however, that he

Humboldt Relays to
show high school talent

Invitati
rts vg

st

—Jon Chown

.
second place. —
The Lumberjacks (12-2) trail first place
points
this week-

UC Davis (11-1) by percen
after splitting a doubleheader

end with Chico State. Overall the ‘Jacks
are 20-3, with the next NCAA Division I
rankings due to be released today.

NCAC

play resumes April 3 when

Humboldt State comes home to host UC
Davis in a doubleheader.

Women’s softball
Northern California Athletic Conference

Conterence
WoL Pet. GB
111 016
122.067
@ 6 600 5
6 6 600 5
S$ 09 357 7

UC Davis
neu
Sonoma
Chico
Hayward

333
46
13 071
1

Sansieus
SF State

Women’s

7
11

Overall
OW iL
16 2
23
17 14
14 14
8 14

Pet.
080
060
S40
.500
.360

10
16

400
.161

6
4

softbell

Last week's results

Eriday, March 19
Hayward
10, Stanislaus 1
Stanisiaus
8, Hayward 5 (8)
Sonoma
11, SF State 1
Sonoma
12, SF State 4

HSU
3, Chico 2
Chico
6, HSU &

Sunday, March 21

Portiand
State 3, Chico 2
Portland
State 6, Chico 2

Monday, March 22

Sonoma
3, Portland State 2
Portiand
State 8, Sonoma 0

Tuesday. March 23
Oregon Tech at Chico, rained out
Women's softball

Today

Portiand
State at Hayward (2)
Willamette
at Sonoma (2)

Thuraday, March 25

Bakersfield
at Stanislaus (2)
Western
Oregon at Sonoma (2)

Eriday, March 26
Hayward Tournament
Chico,
, Stanisiaus,
Sonoma, HSU and UC Davis

10% Discount
On Puchases of Accessories or
Repairs, With Student I.D.
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Ride the bus or

drive your bike,
run, walk,
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Men’s lacros
added, “Allthreeattacksgot‘hat

the University. “We need more

® Winning puts the spunk back into a

coach,”
we don’t havea full-time
geography

lacrosse team that wants fan support.
game we've
ment in every
Jason Tennant
played.”
iy
ee
en
hter in San
, a

The ‘eons ta often feels
oiaa ‘Seturday. roe
by the univerare shunned
The game was layed at they because
not allowed
are
they
y
High §School be- sity
Sril e
causerainclosedtheSportsCom- to play on campus.

that often Fools,feelsAt itHU,has howbeen

whichalwayshelpsanyteamto

against (Sacramento). State,”

sid Jay Johnston

©

tricks” by scoring three goals
r us.

each.

from the students at

|” McCabe

‘i

Lacrosseisahigh-impact sport
crowds
that often gathers

ever, the team

After six consecutive games,
written off as “learning experiences,” the Humboldt State lacrosse club won its first game
Saturday against University of

Francisco, makes the five-hour
drive to Arcata for all home
games. He meets the team at
away games, but believesin letting the team coach themselves _

plex fields in Arcata.
“We've lacked consistency in
our games because we haven't
been able to play on the same
field more than once,” saidTom

Fea be nice to play on campus,” said Ryan Jones, ajournalism junior, who plays midfield.
“We'd get more of a crowd and
support from the sidelines,

shunned because of the small
number of students that show
up to watch the home games.
“On Saturday we have another
nleyville High
game at Mc

“We were one step ahead of
UOP,” said coach Jim Kircher.

fanatic loyalty
“Even witheth
I feel for the team, there seems to

for the
who scored three
toa
access
have
don’t
team. “We

win.”
McCabe

said. “We could really
use some crowd support to

Pacific, 15-6.

“There hasbeenalotofimprove-

during its practices.

be a lack of discipline because

McCabe, a German sophomore

we need it.” McCabe
field when

also

commented

about the lack of support from

pump us up. The bigger the
the intensity
crowd is the
of the game becomes.”
Lacrosse matches are filled

with checking, hitting and swat-

ents with la-

ting one’s

crosse sticks while trying toscore

seesome
watont

goals. “If

good hitting they should show

wa

game on Saturday in

ille,” Jones said.

Saturday’s

game_

in

McKinleyville is scheduled to
staratt 2 p.m.,on the back
tice field at McKinleyville
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Just say no to fees
It is time for the CSU trustees to stop viewing students as a

substitute for state general funds.

Last Wednesday the trustees unanimously

approved a plan to

increase annual fees for full-time usingradunies another 36
percent and another 64 percent for full-time graduate students.
Thi
proposal would cause undergraduates to pay $480 more and in-

crease graduate student fees by $840.

These p
increases come less thana year after the 40 percent
increase absorbed by students in the fall.
The Legislature must reject the trustees’ proposal. If the planis not

rejected, the trustees and the Legislature will continue to view large

increases as a viable option in times of fiscal crisis+
Itis not appropriate for the state to wield fiscal police
powers when
the consesuffer
or
rules
citizens must continue to abide by the
quences.
The fall increase may have violated the Dills Higher Education
Act, which states fees may not be raised after the first day of the
semester. The California State Student Association is in the process
of getting support for a lawsuit against the state for the violation.
r or not the increase was legal, it is done. It cannot be
. However, the new increase can be prevented.
If the Legislature rejects the proposal, the trustees will be forced to
find another way to fund new course offerings.
At least 45 percent of the fall 1992 increase went toward increased
financial aid.
Why not cut the increase in half and leave financial aid where it is?
This would be a smaller, more reasonable increase. But this isn’t

possible because fee increases allow the state to avoid fundamental

in the administration of the General Fund, by using students, their parents’ savings and financial aid as a fallback source of
revenue.
The Legislature must reject the fee increase proposal and begin the
process of changing how the General Fund is administered, because
that is the real problem behind the CSU’s crisis.

Thanks for coverage
On behalf of the staff of KRFH 610 AM
Radio Free Humboldt, I would like to
staff of
the ty
uni
to thank
take this opport
for covering our Battle
The
of the Bands Saturday March 13.
I would also like to thank all the bands
who participated in the event.
was a definite success, and
The concert
this an annual event to
make
will
KRFH
s
serve the student of HSU.
Summer Nastich
Vandals Productions, KRFH

More important matters
As a staff member involved with the
board, I want to
Library's

prtemoune

concerning youropin-

column about fireman’s poles and

spiral slides.

e We can’t respond to all suggestions.

Some, like, “Howabout an

or, “How about a masseuse

bar?”

for students

are impractical.
e There were only five suggestions, not
exactly a flood, from November ‘91 to
December ‘92 concerning this issue: one
spiral slide, three fireman’s poles and
one about flickering lights at closing.
on asked for “an
Michelle’s s
tunes” and
“show
not
auditory signal”
the rest of our response, which columnist
John Coxford edited, was “Staff circulate

the library at closing and will
remind users of the closing time, if necessary.
a PA system for the purpose
—
would be costly and imyou describe
ctical.”
nse we gave to Linda in DePiThe

herself said “a month ago I
ember
suggested” not “after a year of silence,”

jike Coxford wrote) Coxford again edited our response.

We answered: “There are many codes

to state buildand regulations relating
that we have to comply
herself menti

with.”

sfactwhen

good but she said, “A fireman’s poleis too dangerthey study?” may sound
while

ous and wouldn’t be allowed under the
school’s insurance.”

eee
oe

column was entertaining
The
is an
but do you feel this
if not factual,

important issue in a time of budget cut-

ae eae

aepapars oben

tt.

opinion ancien otk OF
and ne
Cuset colur

Bone raertre. The Lumberjack waleomes oubrrisalon®

for quest colurnne. Submissions must be typed and lese

backs and reduced services?

Which would you rather have: new

books, modern technology and increased

or slides and poles
reference assistance
grade?
of second
you
remind
will
which

Hull

Unfair coverage
It is highly interesting that The Lumjack prints an article about a speaker
at the Redwood Region Logging Conference but has not printed a thing about the
slide show presented at the Arcata Community Center about Headwaters Forest.
The slantof the article about “environmental writer” Alston Chase’s keynote
seems to be one of misinformation and incorrect definitions.
What does the headline ,“Speaker spurs
conference,” imply?
foresters at
The idea of human “
” over
the land is, in effect, haman domination
and manipulation of the land, with the
land as a “resource” for human use. In
biocentr
as simply ism
the belief
thatall creatures have
worth, Chase
underm
a point of ine
view that iss
essential to the life of this planet and everything
on it.
By telling the audience that stewardship needs advocacy, Chase is encouraging the continuing manipulation of ecoanda view that humansaresomehow the “care take
of rs”
the earth.
This view is already in effect and the
results can be seen in the worldwide de-

aenlcaisteets of o

desertifica-

tion, overpopulation

use of the world’s resources by the “de-

” “civilized” nations.
velopedand
Jesse Poppick
senior, natural resources

Fear and ignorance
As a Puerto Rican-Mexican who at-

tended the March 15

with Dr.

Alistair McCrone, I was appalled and

considered it a slap in the face that Dr.
Buzz Webb, vice president of student
affairs, felt it was necessary to involve
U.P.D.
Was it fear, ignorance or both? This act
on the partof Dr. Webb shows
me there is
norespect
whatsoever for us or our cause.
Until there is respect there cannot be answers.
I would like to reiterate that part of Dr.
Webb's

job is to work on behalf of the

students — not judge us.
David Martinez
freshman, Spanish

Excellent coverage
I would like to thank your reporter
Erin
Waldner.
Her coverage ofour Trash-A-Thon
was
excellent.
She was on the phone with me

several
times before the event to get backinformation. She came to
theevent
and interviewed many people, spending
most of the day at one of the sites.
She even picked up some trash. She
came to the
to interview more
le and to talk to some of the children
involved in the
Finally, she
me as she was writing the article to double check some of the
names and facts in the article. I hope all
Lumberjack articles receive the same
amount of attention.
However, Y.E.S. is not launching into
the streets. That is being organized
the club’s office.
I would also like to thank the following
businesses that generously
donated prizes

See Letters, page 36
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Baynes
any on campus have

expressed concern

over the “political in-

correctness” of the current mascot.

However, of the many potential new mascots, one has
sadly overlooked — the Martian.
Yes, the Martian, that little
“man” from Mars.
In many, many ways the marmascot
tian would be a
ing
y
exist
tuall
notac
By
for HSU.
bly
possi
not
the Martian could
be guilty of oppressing any ra-
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Martians are all colored green

a politically-correct color, as
bolizes environmental acit
itsym
tivism and ecological conservation.

, racism is
As they areall
non-existenton Mars. Our school
and yellow so
colors are
this dove-tails nicely with exist= tradition.
us not forget the martian,
even though from another
planet, has also been a victim of
. Recall the
white-male
of the
novel by H.G. ells, “War
antiof
piece
ent
virul
a
s,”
World

sags? Ww

f

de sensifive.

plaidyt)

ore:

hers wily

Nal G MUSCLES AND COCKY

G@INn PDpenore “MACHIS MO,”

HSu chase

Which $3 bad for men ia the 405.

to Th

Worlds,” avirulentpieceofantiMartian propaganda which

tims of bigotry and prejudice.
Thinkaboutyourkarma,people.

ably volunteered to go to Vietnam) with a new, fresh mascot

decadent imperialists bent on

which is tolerant of all beings,

the 21st century: a green Mar-

falsely portrays Martians as
earth.

Gandhiand Martin Luther King.
Thinkof the message that will

We must all work fora society

suitableforourprogressioninto

be sent to the nation when the

existent or not. Disbelief in

Porer widget
tian balancing a yellow

football team in the world wit!

that we replace the

be a non-violent, consciousness

novation. Vote for

HSU football team is the onl

, flexible, coil-spring
two
someone's existence is the ulti- upon her/his/its shoulder.
Thefactsofhistoryshowquite
This will make a clear state- antennae proudly displayed on
.
mate form of bi
clearly that Mars has never atment to the world of where we _ its helmets.
Remember: the non-existence
stour
ion
tempted a:
And would it be so difficult
of the Martiansmakesthemone _ stand, how we think and where
world. The terror and violence
for the Marching Lumberjacks
is going. Suchamesdirected against Martians fol- _ of the smallest minoritiesin ex- this society
will be the equivalent of to change their name to the
—_istence. Let us not forget that
lowing Orson Wells’ broadcast
Martians are aliens. Letussup- “the shot heard around the Marching Martians?
of “War of the Worlds” shows
Vote for change. Vote for inworld.” Only in this case it will
= alien rights.
clearly how deeply this racist,
anti-Martian prejudice runs in

our society.
The fact they do not exist in
no way justified their being victims of bigotry and prejudice.
against homosexuals.

myself, I find
ae suc‘Being
h overbisexual
t,
vi
ci
ou
ied articles humilis,atopinion-

mascot, a disgusting
cle of an arrogant Cauca(who
sianmalelum
go to
to
ably volun

cau

pein

Ss, Sant hate is i
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1103
03 text he, page

145) actually makes a
statement
about social injustice

in three different
ways:
elt

out how the poll is
by
on telephones for its information.

© Itimplies
that the decision to

sae

yea fa mh oe

to
warn —

eay a

discontinue the

sns Reesed

et

verse names in examples

to present
an honest |
pny

_-lifting statement of liberty, toland
_erance, political correctness
t” in the spirit of
“right
Luther King.
Gandhiand

rightness.

Vote Martian no
Maynard is an Arcata resident.
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Sy Setee 2. Se

ing. It’s
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is a term referring to those who

hold the narrow-minded viewpoint that all higher life forms
have genders).
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The Martian is not from —
and so cannot have partici
in any environmental exp con
earth or have in any way
tiofon
the complex, delicate
Terran ecosystem.
ring
and nurtu
Martians are androgynous;
they reproduce asexuallandy so,
by having no gender, they are
incapable of sexism or genderbias. They are “sexually correct,”
so to speak.
Next time you think of little
green “men” from Mars, stop
and think about the bigoted stein that blatantly sexist
and genderist label (“genderist”

me

a?

is un-

fair to the black
© Itcallsattention
to the unfor-

tunate imbalance in economic
conditions
in a region of Missis-

I the information in the book
is accurate then it seems to me
the text is to be commended
for

pointing
these things out. This is

lems.
Most mathematics textbooks do not make the

ee

ene

asta Cane ene
a

of

Prt think: whet is octal y upsetting about the
in the

book is the situation
it describes.
These circumstances
are worthy
SSS

Se

enmnee

Sr

Saeeenmaien on which
fhich this

"ut ic cosmne to ane the protest

They will be n notifying me

the messenger
— the book. To

about
this soon.
If it turns out the information
en
arddaain cheers

the pubteher. This wen, .itm—
peg

sy

ah

sh some

good and bring about positive
awareness
and
I support the students in their

of concern
and power-

lessness
in this situation.
But I feel the real issue is

very unusual for a mathematics

deeper than involving students

book. It is consistent
with other
features
such as the balanced use

in the selection
of a mathematics
text book (which is actuallya

pane Deve

Nepean

object to the book is to

ace les shod

nother

vecakinipttatlinateadon
t to

t or

For these reasons I
we
to the heart of the matter and
how to deal with it in a

constructive
way.
This could lead to some sig-

nificant accomplishment that
would warrant the time and en-

ergy being spent on this matter.

Hunt is an HSU mathematics
professor.
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Editorial board needs education
Policy shouldn't allow anti-hom osexuality columns

py Degas Adame
am continually
with the edinortel prey of
The Lumberjack
and many
of the viewpoints
seen in the

paper as witnessed by the
There on the opinion

found the weekl aaaseateeality
is evil”
Tused to get mad and wonder

how The
so

could be
I thought with a

bit of educating
the staff could
come to realize
how

priate such articles are and
would cease to print them, or at
least edit them down for the
“Letters to the editor” rather
than
these bigots
. having these
as guest
However, I was

wrong.

The editorial
bias of The Lum-

ing
to the
dent

This year The

other than he is an English major? Is he also a theologian? If he

servative bent.
Those
of us guided by the truth
will simply have to lower our

is,indeed, especially

ableon the topic, readers

ons of it,as we should

the
_—It
are merely extra-long

columns

letters to

The readers need some clarification on this matter. I suggest
The Lum berjack reserve the
phrase “gu est columnist” for
only those writerswhist vor |

ity: Unhealthy behavior for the
individual and society.”
Asany
majornewsi
will tell us, the
paper .

meetthe

nition and ame new “Extralong Letters to the Editor” section for the current “guest columnist” label.
Chris Arendt’s columnis filled
with glaring inaccuracies that
must be corrected.
He quotes Leviticus 18:22, a

phrase “guest columnist” would
the author has
seem to
toutbyTheLumberbeen
or some-

B.C. The Holiness
Code also

just as heterosexual expressions
may be.
In any case, the emotional
re-

more than one
and wearmade
of more than
One kind of fiber

condemns
it.
Arendt needs to realize that

portion of the Holiness
Code
in the sixth century

Oe

crop in a single

Do we take all Biblical injunctions with the same seriousness?
Obviously not. How does one
decide which to accept and

notcondemns
on the it bassbut thatthat ourthesocietyBible
his reaction against

comes from a

Fat vee

which not?

Inregard
to Arendt’s New Tes-

tament references
(Romans 1:2627 and Matthew
5:17), a sum-

the editor.

8 use or misuseof
columnists such as Chris
t, writerof “Homosexual-

This year it is merelya reac-

to

know this.

of, say, the newsletterof the Pat
Buchanan Society.
I am confused by the

rmed
than the avhow more
erage writer would be on the

tionary bigot rag.

What are Arendt’s credentials

year
has a definite
con-

ja ck and/or
re is especially knowl-

to be the
Ibeorat

the expertise of the guest colum-

journalists,

No,

there
is no such

topic.

case with The
lieve
the paper is
the readers
as to
least,

sooner
we can rest easy.

the stu-

on the staff.

ven

pages of The Lumberjack
the

ased

I

This des not

The sooner
realize
that little
and common sense can be found
on the

of the logic of the New

is if one deTestament position
nies the one God who is the creator and redeemer,
one is vulnerable
to domination by lust,
stent self-seeking
passions,
ly exploitation of
and
others.

_ Psychological investiga’ tions
today
do not upho Id this view to
be the nature of gay people, nor
is that view oe
of hoough
they
mosexual acts, al
may be lustful and exploitative,

ya

s
custo vnauemaions
matory
to the gay community.
In the past we have seen The
Lumberjack
as a forum for news
and positive
events in the community.
Unfortunately
this year it has
functioned
only as a vehicle for
debate on the morality
of being
gay:
Adams is an art graduate.

Freedom of speech/ All viewpoints expressed
Difference of opinion doesn’t
indicate hate, bigotry, intolerance

Newspaper’s policy represents
everyone; readers should be
allowed to sort opinions out

aberoounnlr™

ss ore as
ravo,

ck! The political

over
last few weeks has eas tdeenasive as
well as entertaining. |

te the criesof “hate” from the
community,
applaud The
Lumberjack’s
to print Chris Arendt’s
column
in its March 3 issue.
I personally do not subscribe to the
religious rhetoric of Mr. Arendt. In fact, I
t supcringe whenever I read an
citaBiblical
from
premises
ported on

The Spanish Inquisition, slavery and
t with Biball justified
caus
the Holowere
lical references.
Howeees, Ris adicrous tosuggeet The

ions of

should not print the opint.

In a letter Matthew Gostin said, “The

ae

that is

una

chosen to print material

e morally
y inappropriatand
Cd

also feared that his letter would
notbe printed because The Lumberjack
or
a

Letters
° Continued
from page 36
ion
with a title like
bad
that
call
ver,
howe
Weekly,”

So, please, get off

By Dawn Alvarez

I suggest Gostin
down from his
pulpit
and review the First Amendment
which he holds so dear. All
le have
theright to express their
ons.
hate in
of promoting
As for the :
the

ol

pes

0

allen

A

0

ac

to read the contents of the

by perha

ected

block

which The Lumberjack ayreape 4 ineditor”
cludes on every “Letters to the
I states:

“Guest columns and opinion articles
not
of the writers,
reflect the
necessarily
of The
Fe
Bible
eS
ng, yet the screams emanatare
canes
ing from the

tening.
are
on campus
ment
ease Teas and te Inate Boae

of speech
freedom
effectively su
tec
gingonce
pec
and collecti
at benefiting
aimed
ing secular

society.

The Lumberjack’s policy
I appreciate
ot senenees © ve
sun

con Song
opinions
ous zealots and intellectual fascists and

et us sort it out.

junior.
Egen is an English

the question of whether “selected

prejudice” is

. [think the

answer is clear, though some
people have trouble coming to
terms with that answer.

Reuvin Woodrow
senior, natural resources

here have been several accusations
of intolerance the past couple

weeks

the fen

cape

ty of
over the
homosexual
homosexuality).
In my dictionary, intolerance is defined
as “unwillingness to let others do and
think as they choose.”
Perhaps homosexuals believe that
who
with their behavior
Yet, Ihave not heard
intolerant.
are
anyone demand that homosexuals stop
their behavior.
I have not heard anyone say homosexuals do not havea right to their beliefs
or the right to choose their own actions of
behavior. I have, however, heard
le
vstate their belief that homosexual
ior is wrong. And for this they are acSinceena is& p tet ess t
to
nat tidienaun sattondaea nate
meat because I believe
meat is
does that mean I hate all
meat-eaters? Of course not. Nor does it
mean that I am intolerantof meat-eaters
if I tell them why I
with their
behavior. I am simply
with
those who eat meat and telling them why
I believe
the way I do.

Paper's doing fine
In regard to the letters stating

The
“discriminates”
and is “insensitive” to homosexuals: give me a break.
Boy, someone has a complex.
Just because one disagrees with

Ican still respect them asa
le with
a right to believe the way
choose,
whether
or not they agree with my views.
After all, we all have the right to our own
beliefs.
Why then, when people exercise their
right to pose sg homosexuals and

explain their
an

else?
wantrespectand
the free-

dom to do and think as they choose. Yet a
majority of the
le who have responded are not
to give those .
who disagree with their point of view the
same

le who

with ho-

ty are insulted, ridiculed and
ee sp Rage ota 31 Acct
. Further,
they are practically
told they have no right to think or believe
the way they
do.
It amazes me that those who accuse

others of hatred and intolerance have
written the most vehement
and sarcastic

letters attacking others’ beliefs. Maybe

those who are a
others should
take another look at themselves
and see

who
is really spreading
hatred, bigotry
Gan ietetarance.
”
Alvarez is a natural resources junior.

“persecutors” and “haters.” It’s
just
an
That's why it’s
just
called a guest column on the
n

and the same freedom.

Those

that lifestyle
doesn’t make them

0

are they called hate-

mongers and bigots? Don’t they have a
right to express their views as freely as

,

As far sa Being biased in favor

of anti-homosexual behavior articles, Matthew Gostin counted

two in his letter. I can’t even
count the number of times opinion columns have been published in favor of homosexual-

ity.

Charles Steen
junior, physical therapy
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SERVICES
EXCELLENCE IN ON-SITE
MACINTOSH REPAIR, upgrade
and system design. System Shop
We fix Laser Printers,
lah
too

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING &
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl. s12

REASONQUALITY TYPING,
Terry McBride
ABLE RATES.
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
5/12

delivery available.

WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
general typing, etc. 24-hour
messages, 444-4711, w/touch
tone. Enter your phone number,
85
hang up after “thank you.”

PERSONALS
CENTER ACTIVITIES LEISURE
CLASS PROGRAM offers classes
including: Isshinryu Karate, Guitar—All Levels, Intro to the Harp,
Stained Glass, Basic Fishing Rod
Building or Physical Yoga (begins
Mar. 22); Beginning Belly Dance,
Playinga Portable Electronic Keyboard (begins Mar. 23); Intro. to
Bonsai (Mar. 20); Free diving (Mar.
24); Gyotaku - Nature Printing (Marl
18); Basic Blues or Classical Guitar (begins Mar. 24). FOR DETAILS CALL 826-3357.

NOTICES
FOR A.S.
JASON KIRKPATRICK
Jason co-wrote
PRESIDENT!
AB2113 to democratize the CSU
Board of Trustees, andto increase
student participation on that Board.
Vote Jason for A.S. President April
27-29.

ANYONE NEEDING CAMPING,

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE
TRAVELLING? $500 travel
re voucher good for anywheAmeri
OBO.
can Airlines flies only $400
Call 826-1265, ask for Drew.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYEarn
MENT-fisheries.
week

in canneries

or $4,000+/

month onfishingboats. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over
No experience
‘ 8,000 ong
1984 14’ x 66’ MOBILE IN FAMOR FEMALE.
E
sary.
neces
ILY PARK. Excellent condition, 2
am call 1- *
progr
yment
emplo
For
d
fence
ous
Spaci
bath.
2
bdrm,
206-545-4155 ext. A6047.
yard with large storage/workshed.
Minutes from HSU, $28,500. 445CAMPUS RECYCLING PRO8163.
GRAMSTAFF: Need students for
Fall, 1993. Earn cash/units/stiKAYAK AND GEAR FOR SALE. . pends, and work-study positions.
Call 826-1603, ask for Bob.
Apply NOW! Warren House #53
next to Campus Apartments orcall
BUNDY ALTO SAXAPHONE,
24
826-4162.
asking $500 OBO. Call Lisa at
822-0856.
SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN THE
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS!
YAMAHA SE700he ELECTRIC
Counselors, cooks, nurses, aquat-,
GUITAR, Aria Pro II Electric Bass,
ics, riding, A&C, gymnastics, envimust sell.Call Kain at 826-1084.
ronmental ed., staff needed for
Girl Scout camp. For more inforMTN. BIKE, ‘92 Gary Fisher, Su- - ‘mation call Patty 822-3194.
per Caliber Bullseye hubs, Mavic
rims, XT 986 brakes, xint condiCRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGtion. $575 OBO. 826-2313.
h
ravel
ont
+ worldt
Earn $2,000+/m

SKIING OR AQUATIC EQUIPMENT should call Center Activities at 826-3357. Stoves, sleeping
bags, canoes, fishing poles, lanwetsuits,
coolers,
terns,
ment are
ds
equip
ski
ar
and
bo
snow
Univerthe
by
Come
all available.
ete
compl
a
up
pick
sity Center to
list of rental items.

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS is accepting applications for student
members for 1993-94. Letters of
application are due to the University Center Director's Office by 5
p.m. on Friday, April 2, 1993. For
details call Administrative Secretary, Janet Nelson, at 826-4878.
LUIS
IN SAN
VACATION
WITH
DE
ES
RA
HOUS
OBISPO-T
5
have
we
,
US! Teacher's family
wellroom,
bdrm 3 bath, family
equipped kitchen. Want to be in
References
Eureka in August.
available. 805-543-1097.
BABYSITTER NEEDED IN MY
ARCATA HOME. Momings or afternoons or evenings, weekdays
Earn while you
or weekends.
preferred. Call
ience
Exper
study.
p.m.
6:30
after
826-0357

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,

1974PLYMOUTH VALIANT. Very

reliable, runs great, looks great!

Body straight, good paint, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, automatic, newtires, $625.
826-7397.
1980 VW

door,

DIESEL DASHER,

excellent

gas

4-

mileage-

Ashland & back on one tank!
$1150. Call 825-0211, leave mes-

sage.

WANTED
MACINTOSH PLUS, SE OR
CLASSIC. Will pay fair price. Good
condition only. Call Cynthia, 4453166.

etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-

THRILLS

0468 ext. C6047.

E
TO LIVE
WHY WOULD YOULIK
Write
TE?
ESTA
NTRY
ACOU
ON
best essay and it’s yours. For
application send SASE to Essay
Contest, Box 325, Pearblossom,
CA. 93553.

GG
A SPRIN
FORIN
STILL LOOK
BREAK ADVENTURE??!! Center Activities offers Kayaking at
Lake Powell, a desert adventure
with instruction included; Mt. Bachwith
elor Skiing and Snowboarding
the
and
ions,
modat
accom
deluxe
BackCoast
Lost
Range/
Kings

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. The
Adult Re-entry Center at Humboldt
(ARCH) is looking for peer counselors and office staff. Must be
able to work independently and
have good people skills. Com-

packing trip.
details.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee Guides, trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reason-

puter experience a plus. On the
job training provided. Meet other

able rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump call 826-

active, change-oriented re-entry
students.

Call 826-3357 for
324

Call 826-3360.

2001.

You're reading this—so will your customers!

SHARE NEW HOUSE. Mature
adult, quiet, no-smoke; faculty or
grad. lg. kitchen, all amenities.
1130 Killdeer Rd., McKinleyville.
Call Bill or Dave. 839-0866.
THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
One of
Close to everything.
d
Arcata’s nicest. Furnishe or unfurnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for
twenty years. Call now before the
aa
April rush. 822-2146.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bedroom,
1 bath, garage, large yard, off Alliance. Available 4/1, $795. Students welcome! Other properties
also available. Leave a message
at 822-1442.

ROOMMATE LEAVING END OF
MAY. Need a female to share my
two bedroom apartment at the
Fairview-Regency, 545 HSt. $239.
monthly one year lease. | am a
political science senior from Ukiah.
Call Katie, 826-2374.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE MAY 15-AUG.15.
$250/mo. Call 822-8909, leave

message.

& ORGANIZATIONS

CLUBS

CYCLE LEARNING CENTRE
MOVIE NIGHT! “Return of the
Scorcher’ and “Breaking Away.”
Bike-Aid-’93 benefit. Bike-Aid??
Come see! March 27, Founders
Hall 188, 7-11 p.m. Food, drinks.
$3-$5—FUN!!
COME TO THE CYCLE LEARNING CENTRE! Learn to fix your
bike yourself! Have fun! Shop
hours Tues+Thurs 11-4. Bring a
friend. Weekly meetings Wednesdays, 5 p.m. Nelson Hail 106.

Call the Ad Department « 826-3259 « Display & Classifieds

LOST & FOUND

SPRING eels

OTIVE Hagerat
Anan

ExR 4/1/93
Loaner Bicycles Available!

eee

Enjoy the Far Side!

sategatesenene
SOON

By GARY LARSON

F mM

HUMBOLDT STATE PIN FOUND
Sunset Avenue sidewalk 3/22/93.

Call & identify 826-2624 between
6-9 p.m.
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Tuesday at 7 p.m.
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e The SHARP House, a
home for abused
and
homeless
teen mothers,
holds a
feed fund-

raiser, 7:30 p.m. at Gill's By
the Bay, 77 Halibut
Ave.,
Eureka, 826-3421 for
information.

Feeaie
e The HSU music depart-

ment presents
a student
woodwinds recital. 8 p.m.
in the Fulkerson Recital

with « wine and cheese
tasting, S p.m... 822-2262
e Returned
Peace Corps
vohuatecers Macues lowcking math and sciencein
Nelson Halli West 232, 8263342 for information.

Hall, free admission,
8263531 for information.

e Jazz with Teddy Taylor &
The Maez, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
Cock

2

"The Vidi

heme nee

tans Wie

nee

aad te

information.

tae) followed

et Cetera

ener of the film

° The organizing meeting
for the International
Cultural Festival (scheduled to be held April 18)
meets at 5:30 p.m. at the
Women's Center, House 55,
826-3361
for information.

Also: Judiges Choice Night. The award-winning
films of the festivak Best narrative, best experimen-

tal, best animation and more, starting at 8:15 p.m.

Sunday28
Best of the Fest. With so many films, another

night is needed to show them all. The final night of
the ieatwwel stants at 8:15 pm.

Note: All films shown at The Minor Theatre,
1013 H St., Arcata. For more

° The Graduation Pledge
Amstin,
noon in Nelson Hall
East 113, 826-7033
for

° At Club West: Big Mama
Sue, 10:30
a.m.; South

e Susan Davis,
a park

ranger

Market, noon;

Pack, will speak about the

Garden Ave. 7,
1:30 p.m.

hetery
af the Polat ®t.

o Aa the
ereks Ion:
Garden
© The Humboldt
Light Opera
Company presents “Pes-

trait of Breadway,”
8 p.m.
im the Van Duzer Theatre,
826-3531 for information.

© The Celibates,
9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e Recent Future,
9 p.m. at

the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.

© Relling Bob, 9:30 p.m. at
the Humboldt Brewery.
826-2739
for information.

° Gun Shy, 9 p.m. at the
Country Chub, 442-4236
for
information.

e Marti Mars & the Red

Ave. 7, 10:30 a.m.;

Hot Frogs,
noon; D.D.

[Tieers, 1:30 p.m.
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QUICKIELUNCH
Monday-Friday

11 a.m.-2p.m.

1-Topping
|

B)

Pizza

